UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
WASHINGTON , D.

In the Matter of
BASIC RESEARCH , LLC
G. WATERHOUSE , LLC
KLEIN- BECKER USA , LLC
NUTRASPORT , LLC
SOV AGE DERMALOGIC LABORATORIES , LLC

BAN LLC d/b/a BASIC RESEARCH LLC
OLD BASIC RESEARCH , LLC
BASIC RESEARCH , A. G. WATERHOUSE
KLEIN- BECKER USA , NUTRA SPORT , and

PUBLIC
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SOV AGE DERMALOGIC LABORATORIES
DENNIS GAY
DANIEL B. MOWREY d/b/a AMERICAN
PHYTOTHERAPY RESEARCH
LABORATORY, and
MITCHELL K. FRIEDLANDER
Respondents.

RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OR CLARIFICATION
OF ORDERS DENYING MOTIONS TO EXCLUDE A WITNESS FOR
SANCTIONS. OR FOR LEAVE TO REOPEN DISCOVERY FOR
A LIMITED PURPOSE AND MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ADD AN EXPERT
WITNESS AND TO REOPEN DISCOVERY FOR A LIMITED PURPOSE
Respondents Basic Research , LLC; A. G. Waterhouse , LLC; Klein- Becker USA
LLC; Nutrasport , LLC; Sovage Dennalogic Laboratories , LLC; BAN , LLC; Dennis Gay;

and Daniel B. Mowrey; and Mitchell K. Friedlander l (collectively " Respondents ), by
counsel and pursuant to

FTC

Rule 3.22 ,

move for reconsideration or clarification of your

Honor s " Order on Motions to Exclude a Witness , for Sanctions , or for Leave to Reopen
I All Respondents incorporate by reference the arguments set forth in Mitchell Friedlander

s November 16
2005 Combined Motion to Exclude a Witness , For Sanctions , and to Depose Both Complainant's Counsel
and Complainant's Expert , Dr. Steven Heymsfield; and This Respondent's Joinder in the Motion by the
Other Respondents to Exclude a Witness and For Sanctions; and Also to Correct False Statements or
Record That Were Made by Complainant's Counsel (" Respondent Friedlander s Motion

Discovery for a Limited Purpose" (referred- to in this filing as " Order on Motion to
Exclude and for Sanctions ), dated November 22 2005 and your Honor s " Order
Denying Respondents '

Motion for Leave to Add an Expert Witness and to Reopen

Discovery for a Limited Purpose"

(referred-

to in this fiing as " Order on Motion for

Leave ), also dated November 22 2005. Good causes exist for granting this motion.

First the two orders in question contain an erroneous statement of material fact , that
needs to be corrected and considered by the court in ruling on the motions

(i. e.,

that

all

six of the fraudulent studies Complaint Counsel witness Dr. Stephen B. Heymsfield co-

authored with Dr. John Darsee were withdrawn by the publications in question , when , in
fact , one fraudulent Heymsfield/Darsee publication was not withdrawn from

publication). That study appears currently in the National Library of Medicine s PubMed
database).

See Darsee JF , Fulenwider JT, Rikkers LF , Ansley JD , Nordlinger BF , Ivey

, Heymsfield SB Hemodynamics of Le Veen shunt pulmonary Edema 194(2) Annals of
Surgery 189- 92

Second the two orders fail to address a central argument set

(1981).

forth in Respondents ' motions: that the effect of Dr. Heymsfeld' s failure to disclose his
fraudulent publications , and his repeated false and evasive testimony about them

undennines his credibility as a witness and materially prejudices the Respondents ' case.
With respect to the instant Motion for reconsideration , the same should be granted

because " .. . there is a need to correct clear error or manifest injustice. In re Rambus
Docket 9303 ,

2003

FTC

LEXIS 49 (March 26 , 2003)(attached as Exhibit A)(citing

Regency Communications, Inc.

(D.

B).

C. 2002));

v.

Cleartel Communications, Inc. 212 F. Supp. 2d

1

see also, In re Rambus Docket 9302 (May 29 , 2003)(attached as Exhibit

If this Motion is not granted , in the alternative Respondents request that your

Honor clarify and affinn that the Orders referred- to above , do not stand for the
proposition that Dr. Heymsfield' s credibility is not gennane to an evaluation of his
testimony; otherwise the

FTC

lawyers may argue that issues gennane to credibility are

collateral. Erroneous material facts accepted in your Honor s Orders as true and the
omission of an evaluation of the aforementioned credibility issue warrants

reconsideration of those Orders. Moreover, because Dr. Heymsfield' s testimony is the
foundation for most claims alleged by the Commission in its Complaint , Respondents are
greatly prejudiced by not being afforded the opportnity

to conduct

a full inquiry into his

paricipation in the fraudulent studies identified in the course of his August 2005
deposition.

THE ORDERS ERR BECAUSE DR. HEYMSFIELD DID NOT
TESTIFY TRUTHFULLY REGARDING THE WITHDRAWAL OF
THE FRAUDULENT HEYMSFIELD/DARSEE STUDIES FROM
PUBLICATION
In the Order on Motion for Leave at 2 , your Honor writes:
Respondents assert that Complaint Counsel' s expert , Dr. Steven B. Heymsfield
did not list on his
curriculum vitae
six publications that Heymsfield co-authored
with John Darsee. These six publications were based on fraudulent data and
subsequently rescinded from publication due to the fraud , Respondents assert.
In that same Order at 2 , your Honor writes:
Complaint Counsel responds that Heymsfield has offered a
bona fide
explanation
for not identifying the studies co-authored with Darsee as published studies - that
Heymsfield understood that these studies had been withdrawn from publication
and that he believed it was appropriate to not list withdrawn studies.

Again , in the Order at 3 , your Honor writes:
Heymsfield , in a sworn declaration , has articulated a reasonable bona fide
explanation for not identifyng studies that he understood to have been withdrawn
from publication.

Again , in the Order at 3- , your Honor writes:

Complaint Counsel has provided a sworn declaration certifying that Complaint
Counsel was not aware that Dr. Heymsfield was listed as a co-author on studies
that had been published and later withdrawn from publication.

In each instance , as the Presiding Officer, your Honor predicates legal
conclusions on the reasonableness of Dr. Heymsfield' s failure to list publications that had

been withdrawn. As set forth in Respondent Friedlander s Motion , which his Honor
apparently did consider, this was clear error. Dr. Heymsfield' s admitted inclusion of co-

authorship publications that have no bearng on his qualifications as a witness in this
proceeding, and admitted exclusion of co-authorship publications that impeach his

credibility as a witness , was designed to suppress evidence.

In addition , not all of the studies were withdrawn by Dr. Heymsfield. In fact , Dr.
Heymsfield failed to withdraw the following study: Darsee JF , Fulenwider JT , Rikkers
, Ansley JD , Nordlinger BF , Ivey G , Heymsfield SB Hemodynamics ofLeVeen shunt

pulmonary Edema 194(2) Anals of Surgery
C).

189- 92

(1981) (abstract attached as Exhibit

Respondents respectfully submit that this clear error of material fact needs to be

corrected and considered by the Court in ruling on the Motions.

When responding to your Honor

s August 11 ,

2004 , Order, Dr. Heymsfield failed

to provide Respondents with not just those publications that he asked be withdrawn but
also the publication that he did not ask be withdrawn: Darsee JF , Fulenwider JT , Rikkers
, Ansley JD , Nordlinger BF , Ivey G , Heymsfield SB Hemodynamics of LeVeen shunt

pulmonary Edema , 194(2) Anals of

Surgery 189- 92

(1981). Consequently, when

responding to your Honor s August 11 2004 Order, Dr. Heymsfield failed to provide
Respondents not just with those publications that he asked be withdrawn, but also the

above-referenced published study that he did not ask to be withdrawn. The issue was
presented in Respondents ' motion ( See Reply at 2) and is not addressed in your
Honor s Order.
Respondents respectfully request your Honor to assess the significance of Dr.
Heymsfield' , as well as the FTC' s lawyers , failure to list this fraudulent publication , as

well as the signficance of Respondent Friedlander s Motion. In particular, the instant
motion requests that your Honor detennine whether, given this salient fact, the overall

acts of nondisclosure are justified. Authors , themselves , are required to seek withdrawal
of the articles from publication (and , indeed , Dr. Heymsfield pursued that specific course

of conduct in each instance in which his fraudulent papers were withdrawn). In the
course of creating his Expert Report in this Docket , Dr. Heymsfield admits to having
reviewed the publicly available scientific evidence using the PubMed database (Aug. 30
2005 Deposition at 463 , lines 2- 9). His failure to disclose the fraudulent publication cited

above - which was not withdrawn - cannot be excused as " reasonable" behavior based
on the above- quoted statements in Orders that you issued as the Presiding Officer. The

failure to disclose is not justified on any reasonable grounds.

Therefore, Respondents specifically move your Honor to rule on whether the nondisclosure of the above-referenced publication that was not withdrawn , constitutes a
violation of the August 11 , 2004 Order, lacks justification , and warrants all or par of the

relief requested in Respondents ' respective Motions to Exclude , for Sanctions , or , in the
alternative , for Sanctions and Leave to Reopen Discovery for a Limited Purpose.

II.

DR. HEYMSFELD' S CREDIBILITY WAS NOT ADDRESSED IN THE
ORDERS , RESULTING IN MATERIAL PREJUDICE TO THE
PRESENTATION OF RESPONDENTS' DEFENSE
In Respondents ' respective motions , repeated factual discrepancies and evasive

testimony specifically were brought to the Presiding Officer s attention. For example
Respondents revealed

inter alia

that Dr. Heymsfield: (1) failed to list

any

ofthe

publications he co-authored withDarsee; (2) said he had no reason for leaving his tenured
professorship at Emory University other than his desire to seek better employment
(despite the fact that his co-authorship of the fraudulent Darsee studies was revealed at
Emory and led him to state to

The Scientist:

Emory University " asked me to leave

considered me an eyesore " had " taken (me) offthe ladder to the sky, " and had made it
obvious " that " there

would be no promotions or opportities

Papers Stain Co-Authors , 1

The Scientist

" Dalton , Rex , Fraudulent

1 (13)(May 19 , 1987)), Motion to Exclude at 6

17- 18; (3) neither admitted nor denied making the quoted statements to

but

The Scientist

instead , testified evasively when questioned on the point (" This is a newspaper aricle and

I'm not sure what the quote context I gave this quote , but if you can find anything

objective, and I don t mean a newspaper aricle. .. " ), Motion to Exclude at 17-

see

also id. at 18- 19; and (4) testified evasively about his involvement in studies after

revelation in deposition of his co-authorship ofthe

six fraudulent publications (" So

it'

possible , yes , that an article was written with my name on it, that I didn t read entirely
because I'm fairly focused and I would have contributed and read the sections that were
assigned to me.. . Well , when you put your name on as an author you are generally

responsible for the content of the article... But not for necessarly reading it entirely
Motion to Exclude at 20- 21.

Based on those facts and other instances of evasive testimony contained in the
Motion to Exclude (Motion to Exclude at 12- 24), Respondents placed Dr. Heymsfield'

credibility in issue. The Orders omitted the foregoing facts , as presented in both the
Motion to Exclude and in Respondent Friedlander s Motion. The Orders presented no

legal assessment of the credibility issue. Most troubling to Respondents is that your
Honor s Orders appear to ignore the issue of Dr. Heymsfield' s credibility, which leads
Respondents to seek a clarification so that the credibility detennination , which is critical
to any fair evaluation of Dr. Heymsfield' s testimony, is expressly recognized as gennane
to the proceeding and is not foreclosed.

In your Honor s Order on Motion for Leave and in your Honor s Order on

Motions to Exclude and for Sanctions , the foregoing matters are deemed to be

collateral" and "not relevant in the litigation to establish a fact of consequence. "

Order

on Motion for Leave at 2. The orders can be interpreted as standing for the proposition
that your Honor holds the testimony concerning Dr. Heymsfield' s credibility as a witness

to be " extrinsic evidence " on a " collateral issue" that is not "relevant to establish a fact of
consequence to this matter. "

That

plausible interpretation of the Orders raises

fundamental issues of fairness that we urge be addressed by the Presiding Officer on
reconsideration.

As stated in Respondent Friedlander s Motion , Dr. Heymsfield' s demonstrated

lack of credibility and veracity is the main event. His proffered testimony is the measure
by which Complaint Counsel is tryng to judge Respondents ' First Amendments rights.

The advertisements in this case are supported by published , peer-reviewed studies , which
Dr. Heymsfield opines are not " competent" or " reliable.

See Friedlander November 16

Motion at 5. Thus , the disclosure of potential impeachment evidence is not only relevant
but necessary to protect the integrty ofthe FTC' s challenged regulatory process which is
supposed to discover the trth ,

Id.

commercial speech.

but instead is being abused to prosecute protected

at 6.

A witness ' credibility is central to adjudicative proceedings. Detenninations

about honesty and reliability are essential to the adjudicative function because the

testimonial oath is meaningless unless a witness who swears to tell the truth can be
See Motion to Exclude at 7

counted upon to do so consistently and on all material facts.

32;

see also ,

Fed. R. Evid. 608; M,,

Behler

v.

Hanlon 199 F. R.D.

553 ,

556 (D. Md.

2001) (" The importance of credibility of a witness to the trial of cases cannot be

overstated and this is especially tre

with respect

to expert witnesses. The rules of

evidence provide frequent reminders of the importance of credibility issues in trials )JlJ
The evasive testimony clearly presented to your Honor in the above-referenced Motions
concerns key aspects of this expert' s qualifications: his academic background; his

cognizance of publications that he co-authored; and his involvement and knowledge of
studies in his field of expertise.
Here , Dr. Heymsfield failed to list fraudulent scientific publications that he coauthored , which raises significant , material questions concerning his veracity and

reliability -

two key

components of credibility. He falsely testified about the facts that

(I) The qualifications of a witness to serve as an expert in his field upon which the trier of fact
not
a collateral matter. Here the witness sought to be qualified as an expert has
admitted that he lists studies on his CV (as evidence of his qualifications) in which he did not
participate or even read in their entirety. Moreover, he has admtted that he did not list six studies
on his CV (five that were withdrawn and one that was not) with a co-author that was found in
four of those studies to have produced fraudulent data. Thus , the testimony that is the subject of
the two motions is essential to determing the qualifications of the witness to be an expert. It is
not an immaterial matter.
Cf United States
v. Beauchamp,
986 F.2d 1 , 4 (1st Cir. 1993)
wil rely is

lead him to leave Emory University. He evasively testified by neither admitting nor
denying having told The Scientist that Emory University "asked me to leave. " He
evasively testified that while an author is responsible for an entire article he is not

responsible for reading it! Those facts place at issue Dr. Heymsfield' s credibility to
opine as an expert witness. The issue of his credibility was created by his own
misconduct and evasive behavior when conITonted with the misconduct , and is central to

the reliability of all his testimony.

The resulting prejudice from the Orders ' failure to address the credibility issue
directly is devastating to the complete and accurate presentation of Respondents ' case.
Complaint Counsel' s

allegations concerning the nature and substantive effect of

Respondents ' violations are principally based on testimony and evidence obtained ITom

Dr. Heymsfield in his capacity as an expert witness. In the course of being retained for
this proceeding, Dr. Heymsfield has held himself out as a noted scientific expert in the
context of the products and substantiation evidence being presented in this case. Along

with testifying as to the use and effectiveness of the challenged products identified in this

proceeding, Dr. Heymsfield opines on product fonnulas , third pary testing, critical
analysis of offered scientific substantiation , and evaluation of scientific aricles

used in

support of Respondents ' case in chief. The aforementioned subjects comprise the crtical
substantive issues being explored in this proceeding, making Dr. Heymsfield' s credibility

as an expert witness paramount to the correct judicial resolution of the Commission
Complaint.

To conclude that Dr. Heymsfield' s failure to disclose fraudulent studies

compounded with the fact that he failed to truthfully testify about their withdrawal , does

not amount to material prejudice to the Respondents would be to disregard the

importance of credible evidence in the resolution of this proceeding. Respondents must
be afforded the opportnity

to respond

to opposing expert evidence that is not tainted

with fraud and deception. The tardy disclosure of Dr. Heymsfield' s participation in the

ITaudulent studies prevented the Respondents ITom fully exploring the extent of Dr.
Heymsfield' s involvement in the fraud. To preclude Respondents ITom presenting a

direct challenge to the credibility of Dr. Heymsfield and his role as a principal expert for
Complaint Counsel obstructs their right to conduct discovery and wage an adequate
defense.

Respondents therefore respectfully request that your Honor , as the Presiding
Officer in this Docket , address the credibility issue directly and reconsider the resulting

prejudice imposed on Respondents by the existing Orders. Respondents request that a

detennination be made , whether the issue of Dr. Heymsfield' s credibility, left unresolved
in the Order on Motion for Leave , warrants the grant of relief requested by Respondents
in the Motion for Leave.

CONCLUSION
Respondents respectfully request reconsideration of the Order on Motions to
Exclude a Witness , for Sanctions , or for Leave to Reopen Discovery for a Limited
Purpose , dated November 22 , and the Order Denying Respondents ' Motion for Leave to

Add an Expert Witness and to Reopen Discovery for a Limited Purpose , also dated
November 22 ,

and to grant Respondents the relief requested in those motions. It would

be prejudicial to the Respondents if the issue of Dr. Heymsfield' s credibility is deemed

collateral" or " irrelevant" to facts or opinions that may be presented if Dr. Heymsfield is

to be pennitted to testify, given the facts and documented circumstances presented in the
Motions.

Respectfully submitted
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SOV AGE DERMALOGIC LABORATORIES
DENNIS GAY
DANIEL B. MOWREY d/b/a AMERICAN
PHYTOTHERAPY RESEARCH
LABORATORY , and
MITCHELL K. FRIEDLANDER
Respondents

ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OR
CLARIFICATION OF ORDERS DENYING MOTIONS TO EXCLUDE A WITNESS
FOR SANCTIONS. OR FOR LEAVE TO REOPEN DISCOVERY FOR A LIMITED
PURPOSE~ AND MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ADD AN EXPERT WITNESS AND TO
REOPEN DISCOVERY FOR A LIMITED PURPOSE
On December 6 , 2005 ,

Respondents filed a motion for reconsideration or clarification
FTC
Rule 3. 22 of the November 22 2005 orders denying respondents motions to
exclude a witness , for sanctions or for leave to reopen discovery for a limited purpose; and
motion for leave to add an expert witness and to reopen discovery for a limited purpose.
Respondents demonstrated that the November 22 orders err by not addressing the material fact
that Dr. Heymsfield did not testify trthfully regarding the publication and withdrawal ofthe
fraudulent Heymsfield/Darsee studies. Respondents have also shown that they would be
materially prejudiced by being unable to conduct further discovery and to present rebuttal
evidence. Accordingly, Respondents ' motion to reopen discovery for a limited purpose and to
add an expert witness is hereby GRANTED.
pursuant to

It is hereby ORDERED that Respondents ' motion for reconsideration shall be granted.
ORDERED:

Stephen J. McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
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ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OR
CLARIFICATION OF ORDERS DENYING MOTIONS TO EXCLUDE A WITNESS
FOR SANCTIONS. OR FOR LEAVE TO REOPEN DISCOVERY FOR A LIMITED
PURPOSE~ AND MOTION FOR LEAVE TO ADD AN EXPERT WITNESS AND TO
REOPEN DISCOVERY FOR A LIMITED PURPOSE
On December 6 , 2005 ,

Respondents filed a motion for reconsideration or clarification
pursuant to
FTC
Rule 3. 22 of the November 22 2005 orders denying respondents motions to
exclude a witness , for sanctions or for leave to reopen discovery for a limited purpose; and
motion for leave to add an expert witness and to reopen discovery for a limited purpose.
Respondents demonstrated that the November 22 orders err by not addressing the material fact
that Dr. Heymsfield did not testify trthfully regarding the publication and withdrawal of the
:Iaudulent Heymsfield/Darsee studies. Respondents have also shown that they would be
materially prejudiced if Dr. Heymsfield is pennitted to testify. Accordingly, Respondents
motion for reconsideration is hereby GRANTED.

It is hereby ORDERED that Respondents ' motion for reconsideration shall be granted.
ORDERED:

Stephen J. McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
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2003 FTC LEXIS

In the Matter of RAM

BUS INC. ,

a corporation

Docket No. 9302
Federal Trade Commission
2003 FTC LEXIS 49

ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT'S APPLICATIONS FOR REVIEW OF FEBRUARY 26 , 2003
ORDER (GRANTING COMPLAINT COUNSEL' S MOTION FOR COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL) AND
FEBRUARY 28 , 2003 , ORDER (GRANTING COMPLAINT COUNSEL' S MOTION TO COMPEL
DISCOVERY RELATING TO SUBJECT MATTERS AS TO WHICH RESPONDENT'S PRIVILEGE
CLAIMS WERE INVALIDATED ON CRIME- FRAUD GROUNDS AND SUBSEQUENTLY WAIVED);
DENYING RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE FEBRUARY 26 ORDER;
AND GRANTING RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE FEBRUARY 28
ORDER

March 26 , 2003

AU: (*1)
Stephen J. McGuire , Chief Administrative Law Judge

ORDER:

On February 26 , 2003 , the Hon. James P. Timony, presiding in the above- captioned
proceeding, entered an Order granting Complaint Counsel' s Motion for Collateral Estoppel
February 26 Order ). Thereafter , on February 28 , 2003 , Judge Timony entered an Order
granting Complaint Counsel' s Motion to Compel Discovery Relating to Subject Matters as to
which Respondent' s (Rambus , Inc. ), privilege claims were invalidated on crime- fraud grounds

and subsequently waived (" February 28 Order ). Respondent subsequently filed separate
Applications for Review that the Court certify the February 26 and 28 Orders for immediate
interlocutory review by the Commission pursuant to Commission Rule 3. 23(b), 16 C.F. R.
23(b). In the alternative ,

Respondent filed Requests for Reconsideration of both the

February 26 and 28 Orders seeking reversal. Respondent argues that Judge Timony " made
grievous errors " while " trying hard to ' clear the decks '" of open motions in this matter prior
to his retirement in late February. Complaint Counsel asserts that Judge Timony s initial
rulings were correct and that Respondent has failed to provide sufficient reason why

the (* 2) Court should reconsider those rulings or permit an interlocutory appeal of these

issues to the Commission. For the reasons set forth below , Respondent' s: Applications for
Review are DENIED; Request for Reconsideration of the February 26 Order is DENIED; and
Request for Reconsideration of the February 28 Order is GRANTED.

I. Background
A. Collateral Estoppel Motion
On February 12 , 2003 , Complaint Counsel filed a Motion Seeking Recognition of the Collateral
Estoppel Effect of Prior Factual Findings that Respondent Rambus Inc. Destroyed Material
Evidence in Anticipation of Future Litigation. Complaint Counsel asserted that , based on the
decisions of the District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia in Rambus Inc. v. Infineon
Technologies AG , 155 F. Supp. 2d 668 (E. D. Va. 2001)(Infineon I), the Federal Circuit in

htts:/ /www.lexis. com/researchlretrieve? - m=082b8df5504369a90 1 ab 1 f63adf72955&csvc...

12/612005

--------------

- - - - -- - --
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Rambus Inc. v. Infineon Technologies AG , 318 F. 3d 1081 (4th Cir. 2003)(Infineon II), and
the principle of collateral estoppel , it was established definitively that Respondent's document
retention policy was created in anticipation of patent infringement litigation concerning
patents relating to Respondent' s participation , from 1991- , in an (*3)
industry standardsetting organization , the Joint Electronics Device Engineering Council (" JEDEC" ), and was

intended to destroy documents that would be harmful in such litigation. Respondent , in its
Opposition , asserted that the Federal Circuit' s decision in Infineon II fully vacated Infineon I
and , therefore, all findings from Infineon I were a nullity and without any collateral estoppel
effect in the instant matter. The February 26 Order by Judge Timony granted Complaint
Counsel' s motion and gave collateral estoppel
effect
to three findings of fact made by the
district court in Infineon 1. nl

Footnotes - - - - - - - - - nl The three findings

of fact held to be subject to collateral estoppel are:

1. When " Rambus instituted its document retention policy in 1998 " it did so

part , for the purpose of getting rid of documents that might be harmful in
litigation.

2. Rambus , at the time it implemented its " document retention policy,

clearly.

. . contemplated that it might be bringing patent infringement suits during this
timeframe " if its efforts to persuade semi- conductor manufacturers to license " its
JEDEC-related patents" " were not successful."

3. Rambus s " document destruction " was done " in anticipation of litigation.

End Footnotes- - - - - - -

(*4)

In Infineon I , Respondent alleged Infineon infringed on various patents relating to computer
random access memory (" RAM" ) held by Respondent. Infineon counter- claimed alleging that
Respondent committed fraud under Virginia state law by not disclosing various RAM- related
patents held or applied for by Respondent while it participated in JEDEC.
During trial , the district court entered a judgment as a matter of law (" JMOL" ) in favor of
infineon , holding infineon did not infringe on any of Respondent' s patents. The court
permitted the fraud counter- claims to go to the jury and the jury returned a verdict that

Respondent committed fraud as to two types of RAM technology, SDRAM and DDRAM.
Following post- trial motions , the district court permitted the jury verdict to stand against
Rambus as to fraud concerning SDRAM. The district court granted Respondent' s motion for a
JMOL as to DDRAM but denied Respondent' s motions for a JMOL or new trial concerning
SDRAM. In sum , the district court ultimately entered a judgment

holding that: (1) Infineon

did not infringe any patents held by Respondent; (2) Respondent did not commit fraud with
regard to DDRAM; and (3)
regard to SDRAM.
that Respondent did commit fraud with

(*5)

The district court also awarded over $ 7. 1 million in attorney fees to Infineon as the
prevailng party in a patent infringement suit pursuant to the authority of 35 U.

c. 9 285.

The district court based the award of attorney fees on three independent grounds: (1)
Respondent' s claim construction and infringement positions; (2) fraud as inequitable
conduct; and (3) litigation misconduct by Respondent.
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On appeal , the Federal Circuit , in Infineon II , affirmed- in- part , reversed- in- part , vacated- inpart , and remanded the case to the district court. The Federal Circuit reversed and vacated

the JMOL on infringment claims. It also reversed the district court' s denial of the
Respondent' s post- trial JMOL on the SDRAM fraud verdict. It affirmed the post-trial JMOL
grant on the DDRAM claims.

While the district court awarded attorney fees on the three independent grounds

noted

above , on appeal Respondent only challenged the claim construction and fraud grounds for
the award and did " not contest the district court' s holding of litigation misconduct" or make a
showing that the holding on this point was " clearly erroneous. " Infineon II , 318 F.3d at 1106.
In remanding the attorney
(*6)
fee award issue to the district court , the Federal Circuit held
that while litigation misconduct could alone justify the award of attorney fees by the district
court under !3 285 where attorney fees are awarded solely on the basis of litigation
misconduct the amount of the award must bear some relation to the extent of the
misconduct. " Id. The Federal Circuit summarized its position on the award of attorney fees
and litigation misconduct by Respondent as follows:

In sum , given this court' s holdings on claim construction and fraud and the lack
of the apportionment between the award and the misconduct , this court vacates
the attorney fees award and remands to the district court. On remand , the
district court may consider whether Infineon remains a prevailing a party, and if

, whether an award is warranted. If the court determines that an award is
warranted , it will have the opportunity to set the amount of the award to redress
the litigation misconduct.

Id.

B. Crime-Fraud Exception Motion
On January 7 ,

2003 , Complaint Counsel filed a Motion to Compel Discovery Relating to
Subject Matters as to Which Rambus s Privilege Claims were Invalidated on Crime- Fraud
Grounds
(*7)
and Subsequently Waived. In the motion , Complaint Counsel sought to obtain

documents for which Respondent asserted privilege for the time period after Rambus dropped
out of JEDEC in 1996. Complaint

Counsel' s

motion focused on the doctrine of waiver , arguing

that Respondent opened the door to post - 1996 documents by voluntarily producing pre1996 documents in litigation involving Hynix. n2

Footnotes - - - - - - - - n2 Rambus produced pre- 1996 documents without judicial compulsion to Hynix after losing
litigation on the identical issues in litigation involving Infineon and Micron. February 28 Order
at n. 1.

End Footnotes- - - - - - Respondent filed its Opposition on January 21 , 2003. In it , Respondent claimed that the
doctrine of waiver could not serve as a basis for requiring it to produce documents after it
dropped out of JEDEC in 1996. Respondent claimed it had never voluntarily produced
documents for which it claimed privilege so no waiver could exist, stating that its production
of documents in prior litigation involving Hynix was a " de facto " compelled production
(*8)
and that the production agreement between Respondent and Hynix preserved the privileged
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nature of the documents.
The February 28 Order issued by Judge Timony granted Complaint Counsel' s motion and
permitted the requested discovery. The Order was not based on the waiver theory advanced
by Complaint Counsel. Rather , Judge Timony sua sponte based his ruling on the evidence of
record on Respondent' s conduct , and in particular on the resulting factual presumptions
contained in the February 26 , 2003 Order on Complaint Counsel' s Motion for Default
Judgment. The February 28 Order concluded that this evidence and these factual
presumptions were a prima facie basis for concluding that Respondent was involved in
fraudulent conduct after June 1996 (when Respondent dropped out of JEDEC), and
therefore , the crime- fraud exception permitted discovery by Complaint Counsel of post- June
1996 materials otherwise protected by the attorney- client or attorney work product

privileges.

II. Analysis and Discussion
A. Certification for

Interlocutory Appeal

Respondent seeks certification of the February 26 and 28 Orders for interlocutory review by
the Commission pursuant to Commission Rule (*9)
23(b), 16 C.F. R. 9 3. 23(b).
Applications for review of a ruling by the Administrative Law Judge may be made only if the

applicant meets both prongs of a two prong test. The first prong is that the ruling must
involve " a controlling question of law or policy as to which there is substantial ground for
9 3. 23(b). Controllng questions are " not equivalent to
merely a question of law which is determinative of the case at hand. To the contrary, such a
question is deemed controlling only if it may contribute to the determination , at an early
stage , of a wide spectrum of cases. " In re Automotive Breakthrough Sciences , Inc. , 1996 FTC

difference of opinion. " 16 C.F. R.

LEXIS 478 at *1 (Nov. 5 1996).

The second prong is that the Administrative Law Judge must determine " that an immediate

appeal from the ruling may materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation or
(that) subsequent review will be an inadequate remedy. " 16 C.F. R. 9 3. 23(b) (emphasis
added). In addition , for discovery orders such as the February 28 Order , the Commission
generally disfavor(s) interlocutory appeals , particularly those seeking Commission review of
an AU' s discovery rulings. " In re Gillette Co. , 98 (*10)
C. 875 , 875 , 1981 FTC LEXIS 2
*1 (Dec. 1 , 1981). " Interlocutory appeals from discovery rulings merit a particularly skeptical
reception , because (they are) particularly suited for resolution by the administrative law
judge on the scene and particularly conducive to repetitive delay. " In re Bristol- Myers Co. , 90
C. 273 , 273 , 1977 FTC LEXIS 83 , *1 (Oct. 7 , 1977). Accord In re Gillette Co. , 98 F. C. at
875 (" resolution of discovery issues , as a general matter , should be left to the discretion of
the AU"

A review of the February 26 Order indicates that it does not involve " a controlling question of
law or policy. " On its face , the Order only involves factual questions , not ones of law or
policy. Since the three factual issues given collateral estoppel effect are not dispositive of this
matter , an immediate interlocutory appeal would not materially advance the ultimate
termination of this dispute. Similarly, the non- dispositive nature of these three factual issues
means that Respondent will not be harmed by delaying review of the February 26 Order , or
any findings thereunder , until a plenary review by the Commission.
Since the Court grants Respondent' s Request for Reconsideration
(* 11)
of the February 28
Order , even considering certification of the Order until after the Court' s reconsideration is
inappropriate. However , even after the reconsideration , consistent with the Commission
rulings in Bristol- Myers and Gillette , the resolution of what is ultimately a discovery issue is
best left to the " administrative law judge on the scene. " Moreover , an interlocutory appeal on

this issue would not materially advance the ultimate termination of this dispute.
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For these reasons , Respondent' s Applications for Review for interlocutory appeal of the
February 26 and February 28 Orders are DENIED.

B. Reconsideration
In the alternative ,

Respondent requests the Court to reconsider and reverse the Orders in

question. Motions for reconsideration should be granted only sparingly. Karr v. Castle , 768 F.
Supp. 1087 , 1090 (D. Del. 1991). Such motions should be granted only where: (1) there has
been an intervening change in controllng law; (2) new evidence is available; or (3) there is a
need to correct clear error or manifest injustice. Regency Communications , Inc. v. Cleartel
Communications , Inc. , 212 F. Supp. 2d 1 , 3 (D. C. 2002). Reconsideration motions are not
(* 12)
be opportunities " to take a second bite at the apple " and relitigate
previously decided matters. Greenwald v. Orb Communications & Marketing, Inc. , 2003 WL
660844 at *1 (S.
Y. Feb. 27 , 2003).
intended to

In this matter , there have been no intervening changes in controlling law or new evidence
since the filing of the February 26 and February 28 Orders. Rather , the sole change is the

reassignment of this case to the current presiding judge which occurred due to Judge
Timony s retirement on February 28 , 2003. As a result , this review is not to determine

whether the Court agrees with the conclusions reached in these Orders or whether it might
have reached a different result , but rather is specifically limited to the issue of whether either
the February 26 or February 28 Order is in " clear error " or results in a " manifest injustice

1. Collateral Estoppel Order
As stated in the February 26 Order:

Collateral estoppel may be used to bar a party from relitigating an issue on which
it has been fully heard and lost. " (A) party who has had one fair and full

effort should not be permitted
to go to trial on the merit of that claim a second
(*13)
time. " Blonder- Tongue
Laboratories , Inc. v. University of Illnois Foundation , 402 U. S. 313 , 324- 325
(1971). The purpose of the doctrine is to " protect() adversaries from , the
expense and vexation attending multiple lawsuits , conserve() judicial resources
and , foster() reliance on judicial action by minimizing the possibility of
inconsistent decisions. " Montana v. United States , 440 U. S. 147 , 153 (1979),
accord Blonder- Tongue , 402 U. S. at 324- 25 (" Both orderliness and reasonable
time saving in judicial administration require this to be so unless some overriding
opportunity to prove a claim and has failed in that

consideration of fairness to a litigant dictates a different result in the
circumstances of the particular case.

February 26 Order at 2.
Respondent' s memorandum in support of its motion for reconsideration cites numerous cases
for the general principle that where the mandate of a circuit court vacates the decision of a
district court in its entirely, the prior actions of the district court are a nullity and not a
foundation for a finding of collateral estoppel. Respondent' s Memorandum at pp. 7- 10. This
general principle is inapposite to the instant situation , however. Where a circuit court'
mandate does not fully vacate
(*14)
a decision of a district court , the portions of the district
court decision not vacated by the appellate court remain in effect. Molinary v. Powell
Mountain Coal Co. , Inc. , 173 F. 3d 920 , 923 (4th Cir. 1999)(where a specific issue is not

vacated on appeal ,

that issue may not be relitigated on remand and the district court
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judgment remains final as to that issue -- " entire mandate (to be) read in toto " to determine
circuit court' s intent concerning extent of vacatur); Cowgil v. Raymark Industries , Inc. , 832
2d 798 , 802 (3d Cir. 1987)(" When a court of appeals reverses a judgment and remands for

further consideration of a particular issue , leaving other determinations of the trial court
intact , the unreversed determinations of the trial court normally continue to work as an
estoppel. " ); Solomon v. Liberty County, 957 F.5upp. 1522 , 1554- 55 (N. D. Fla. 1997)(a

mandate only vacating part of a district court' s decision is limited in nature and does not
nullify all prior proceedings); GAF Corp. v. Eastman Kodak Co. , 519 F.5upp. 1203 , 1212(S.
Y. 1981)(finality sufficient for law of the case is a sufficient basis for collateral

(*15)
For purposes of issue
preclusion. . . ' final judgment' includes any prior adjudication of an issue in another action
that is determined to be sufficiently firm to be accorded conclusive
effect.
estoppel). See also Restatement (2d) of Judgments g 13

Particularly instructive on the principle that a partial vacatur leaves the non-vacated portions
effect
is The University of Colorado Foundation , Inc. v. American
Cyanimid Co. , 105 F.5upp. 2d 1164 , 1173 (D. Col. 2000)(" Colorado Foundation ), which

of the trial court decision in

analyzes a decision by the Federal Circuit using language in its mandate similar to Infineon
II. n3 In Colorado Foundation , the district court considered a situation where the appellant
did not challenge certain factual findings by the district court on appeal. The Federal Circuit

expressly noted that it did not , therefore review (or vacate) those factual findings. Rather
such a mandate. . . does not ' extinguish' the underlying trial or deprive the proceedings of
their ' standing ' for the purposes of res judicata. It simply requires the trial court on remand
to apply the correct law to the facts already determined to be sufficient to meet the correct
legal standard. " Colorado Foundation , 105 F. Supp. 2d at 1173.

Footnotes - - - - - - - - n3 The University of Colorado Foundation , Inc. v. American Cyanimid Co. ,
(Fed. Cir. 1999).

End Footnotes- - - - - - -

196 F. 3d

1366

16)

The mandate of the Federal Circuit in Infineon II can be read as being less than a full vacatur
of the district court' s factual findings as to litigation misconduct by Respondent. It is clear
that where an order is not fully vacated by a circuit court' s mandate , those portions which
are not specifically vacated are not extinguished and remain valid. Therefore , Infineon II
could well be read as the Federal Circuit accepting the district court' s factual findings on
Respondent's litigation misconduct and issuing a mandate directing the district court on
remand to determine if the litigation misconduct alone was sufficient to justify any or all of
the initial $ 7. 1 million attorney fee award. Given this reading, this Court cannot conclusively
determine that the findings of the February 26 Order were clearly in error or represents a
manifest injustice. Having failed to meet the applicable standard for review , the Respondent'
Motion for Reconsideration as to the February 26 Order is DENIED.

2. Crime-Fraud Exception Discovery Order
a. The Crime-Fraud Exception Defined

In order to foster free and unfettered communications between a client and an attorney
of past wrongdoings), those communications are " zealously
81 , 90 (3d Cir. 1992). An exception to this
principle is the crime- fraud exception. This protection " ceases to operate at a certain point
namely, where the desired advice refers not to prior wrongdoing, but to future wrongdoing.
Haines , 975 F. 2d 81 at 84 (emphasis in original) quoting 8 Wigmore , g 2298.
(including full disclosure

(*17)

protected. " Haines v. Liggett Group Inc. , 975 F. 2d
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b. The February 28 Order is Not Clearly Erroneous
The foundation of the February 28 Order is comprised of four factual presumptions set out in
the February 26 , 2003 Order on Complaint Counsel' s Motion for Default Judgment. These

presumptions arose as a result of the evidence of record in this matter as determined by
Judge Timony. The presumptions include:

a. Rambus participated in JEDEC through June 1996;

b. Through this participation , Rambus knew or should have known the JEDEC
standards for RAM , as developed through June 1996 , would infringe on patents

held or applied for by Rambus;
c. Rambus knew or should have known that these infringements could potentially

lead to substantial licensing fees or damages for Rambus; and
d. Rambus
in JEDEC in June 1996 , failed to
disclose the existence of the patents it either held or had applied for that could
be infringed by the proposed JEDEC standards to the other JEDEC participants.
, before it ceased participation

(*18)

Additionally, the February 28 Order found that Respondent , after 1996 , continued the
process of prosecuting patents applied for prior to its dropping out of JEDEC in June 1996
that Respondent knew or should have known from its participation in JEDEC could be
significant value to it. Beyond these factual predicates , the February 28 Order relied upon the
legal standard for establishing the crime- fraud exception set out in In re Vargas , 723 F.

1461 (10th Cir. 1983). Decided in the context of a grand jury proceeding, Vargas held

that

neither a hearing nor an in camera inspection of documents is mandatory prior to requiring
the production of documents under the crime- fraud exception once prima facie evidence of
fraud is established by the party seeking discovery. Vargas did not direct that its holding is
limited only to the grand jury context and inapplicable to civil proceedings. Since Judge
Timony, relying on the standard in Vargas and the factual presumptions in the February 26
Order on
(*19)
Complaint Counsel' s Motion for Default Judgment , found that Complaint
Counsel sufficiently established a prima facie case that Respondent used its attorneys after
1996 to prosecute patents and thereby continue fraudulent conduct that began before

Respondent dropped out of JEDEC in 1996 , this Court cannot conclude that the February 28
Order is clearly erroneous.

c. The February 28 Order Appears Manifestly Unjust
While Vargas remains valid , n4 the Court is persuaded by cases such as Haines and Laser
Industries , Ltd. v. Reliant Technologies , Inc. , 167 F. D. 417 (N. D. Cal. 1996), that a
different procedural standard controls access to the crime- fraud exception in a purely civil
context. As a result, to permit Complaint Counsel to establish a prima facie case and then to

compel production of documents without providing Respondent with an adequate opportunity
to reply, would represent a manifest injustice since it irrevocably could " break the seal of a
highly protected privilege " Haines 975 F. 2d at 96.

Footnotes - - - - - - - - n4 The decision cited by Respondent , In re M&L Business Machine Co. , Inc. , 167 BR 937 (D.
Colo. 1994), does not establish that Vargas does not apply to civil proceedings even within
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the Tenth Circuit. It fails on this point because M&L simply follows the reasoning of the Third
Circuit in Haines without considering the import of its own Circuit Court' s decision in Vargas.
Though the Court might agree with the reasoning of M&L , it is unable to determine if the M&L
court ignored Vargas , believed it inapplicable , or simply was unaware of it.

End Footnotes- - - - - - - - -

(*20)

In the context of a grand jury proceeding, there is a substantial societal interest in
maintaining the secrecy of the grand jury s investigation. In this regard , to permit an entity
the opportunity to rebut a prosecutor s unchallenged presentation of evidence sufficient to
establish a prima facie basis for the crime fraud exception could prohibit the " effective
detection , punishment , and deterrence of criminal acts. " Laser Industries , 167 F. D. at 426.
In contrast , in the civil context there is no conflict between the need for secrecy presented by
a criminal investigation and the due process rights of the party from whom discovery is
sought. As a result , once a party seeking discovery in a civil matter establishes a prima facie
case that the crime- fraud exception may apply, ' the importance of the privilege. . . as well
as fundamental concepts of due process require that the party defending the privilege he
given the opportunity to be heard , by evidence and argument , at the hearing seeking the
exception to the privilege. " Haines , 975 F. 2d at 97. Put another way, where a judge
undertakes to weigh evidence in a proceeding seeking an exception to the privilege , the
party invoking the
(*21)
privilege has the absolute right to be heard. " Id.
Here , Respondent did not have an adequate opportunity to rebut the prima facie case for
invoking the crime- fraud exception that the February 28 Order found exists. This lack of an
opportunity for rebuttal by Respondent was compounded by the fact that while Complaint
Counsel' s underlying Motion to Compel was based solely on a waiver theory, the February 28
Order was based not on the waiver issue , but rather directly on the merits of whether
Respondent engaged in conduct that justifies invocation of the crime- fraud exception. n5
Assuming that Judge Timony believed , under Vargas , that Respondent had any right to be
heard on the alternative theory that he used to resolve the February 28 Order , he may have
determined that the evidence and argument put forward by Respondent in opposition to
Complaint Counsel' s Motion for Default Judgment amounted to an indirect rebuttal of the
prima facie case found in the February 28 Order. Such indirect rebuttal however , does not

provide the procedural due process accorded to Respondent. " The privilege (can) be given

adequate protection. . . only when the (judge) undertakes a thorough consideration
the issue , with the assistance of counsel on both sides of the dispute. " Laser
of (*22)

Industries ,

167 F.

D. at 428.

Footnotes - - - - - - - - - - - - - - n5 In fact , the February 28 Order never ultimately resolved the waiver issue put forward by
Complaint Counsel , February 28 Order at n. 1.

End Footnotes- - - - - - - d. Proceeding on the Crime-Fraud Exception Issue

In theory, the Court could resolve this issue by looking solely at the waiver theory initially
advanced by Complaint Counsel in the underlying Motion to Compel. If, based on the
memoranda previously submitted by the parties , the Court decides to deny the motion based
on the waiver theory, it could issue an order and nothing further would be required. In re
General Motors Corp. , 153 F. 3d 714 , 716 (8th Cir. 1998). Only if the Court were inclined to
grant the motion and compel production would it need to go through a Haines- type
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procedure. Id. Realistically, however , the genie is out of the botte on the issue of whether
Respondent' s actual conduct (waiver issue aside) amounts to a basis for invoking the crimefraud exception
(*23)
and permitting the discovery sought by Complaint Counsel. In its
Opposition to the Respondent' s Motion for Reconsideration of the February 28 Order
Complaint Counsel avidly advocated and adopted this theory as its own.

It would be highly inefficient to go through an entire Haines-type proceeding on a waiver

theory and then potentially have to go through it a second time on another substantive
theory. Rather , to promote judicial economy, the Court intends to address all potential
theories in support of invoking the crime- fraud exception in a single proceeding. As a result
if Complaint Counsel wishes to advance substantive facts or other theories in support of its
once more outstanding Motion to Compel , it must fie a supplemental memorandum , not to
exceed twenty- five (25) pages , within ten (10) days of this Order. If Complaint Counsel files
a supplemental memorandum , Respondent wil then have ten (10) days to file a
supplemental opposition memorandum , also not to exceed twenty- five (25) pages. Replies
wil not be entertained.

, after consideration of the parties ' original memoranda and any supplemental briefing, the
Court decides to deny Complaint Counsel' s motion , an order will
(*24)
issue accordingly. If
after consideration of the parties ' original memoranda and any supplemental briefing, the
Court is inclined to grant Complaint Counsel' s motion , it will proceed using any additional

appropriate procedural safeguards it deems necessary to assure due process.

IV. Conclusion
For the reasons set forth above:
1. Respondent' s Applications for Review for certification of the February 26 and February 28

Orders for interlocutory review by the Commission are

2. Respondents

DENIED;

s Motion for Reconsideration of the February 26 Order is

3. Respondent' s Motion for Reconsideration of the February 28 Order is

DENIED;

and

GRANTED.

ORDERED:

Stephen J. McGuire

Chief Administrative Law Judge
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION
Commissioners:

Timothy J. Muris, Chairman
Sheila F. Anthony
Mozelle W. Thompson
Orson Swindle

Thomas B. Leary

In the Matter of
RAMBUS INCORPORATED

DOCKET NO. 9302

a corporation.

COMPLAIT
Pusuat to the provisions of the Federa Trade Commsion Act, and by vire of the authority
vested in it by said Act, the Federal Trade Commssion ("Commssion ), havig reason to believe tht
Rabus Incorprated (hereinafter Rambus" or "Respndent") has violated Section 5 of the Federal
FTC' Act, as amended, 15 U.S. c.
, and it appeag to the Commssion
Trade Commssion
that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its complait,

sttig

its chages as follows:

Nature of the Case
Though ths action, the Commssion challenges a pattem of anticompetitive acts and practices
underten by Rambus over the coure of the past decade, and contiuig even today,
whereby Rabus , though deliberate and intentiona mea , ha ilegaly monopolied
attempted to monopolie, or othelWise engaged in unair methods of competition in
marets relatig to technological featues necessa for the design and manufactu of a
common form of digita computer memory, known as dynamc radom access memory, or

cer

DRA.

Rabus s anticompetitive scheme involved pacipatig in the work of an indus stada-

settg organtion, known as JEDEC, without makg it known to JEDEC or to its members
tht Rambus was actively workg to develop, and did in fact possess, a patent and severa
pendig patent applications that involved specific technologies proposed for and ultitely
adopted in the relevant stadads. By conceag ths inonnation - in violation of JEDEC'
own operting rules and procedures - and though other bad-faith deceptive conduct, Rabus
pmposefulIy sought to and did convey to JEDEC the materialy false and mileadig impresion
tht it possessed no relevant intellectu propert rights. Rambus s anticompetitive scheme
fuer entaed perfectig its patent rights over these sae technologies and then, once the
stadads had become widely adopted with the DRA industr, enforcing such patents
worldwide agait companes manufactug memory procts in compliance with the

stadads.
The patter of anticompetitive conduct by Rabus tht is at issue in th action ha materaly
caused or theatened to cause substatial
to competition, and wil in the futue materialy
cause or theaten to cause fuer substatial injur to competition and to conser , absent the

ha

issuce of appropriate relief in the maner set fort below.
The Respondent
Rabus is a public corpration organed , existig, and doing business under and by vire
the laws of the State of Delaware , with its offce and pricipal
El Camo Rea Los Altos, Calforna 94022.

place of business located at

of

9440

Rambus design, develops , licenses , and markets high-speed chip-connection technology to
enance the peronnance of computers , consumer electronics, and communcations systems.
The company licenes semconductor companes to manufactue and sell memory and logic

integrted circuits incorporatig Rabus

chip-onnection technology and

marets its solutions

to systems companes to encourge them to design ths technology into their products. For the
fiscal year that ended on September 30 , 2001 , Rambus reported revenues of approximately

$117 mion.
Rambus is, and at all relevant ties

has been, a corpration as "corporation" is defied by
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commssion Act, 15 U.se.
44; and at all ties relevant
herein, Rabus has been, and is now, engaged in commerce as "commerce" is defied in the

sae proVIsion.

Background on the DRAM Industry

With the any of components tht together comprie a tyical computer, the computer
memory" fictions to store digitally rerded inonnation such tht it is avaiable to be

accessed when needed by the centr processing unt ("CPU"). Computer memory is
produced in the form of semconductor "chips " which are connected with other computer
components - such as the CPU and the chipset - via a collection of ciruit lies, or a "bus "
routes electronic signals and, in th way, communcates commands and
data.

trport

tht

DRA is the most common form of computer memory in use today. Another form of memory
is known as static radom access memory, or " SRA. " DRA and SRA dier pricipaly
in the followig ways: SRA

une DRA is able to contiuously hold inormation whie

power is being suplied to memory. With DRA, on the other had, the electronic chages
tht serve to hold the stored inormation in place dissipate over tie , causing inormation to
out of memory. To counterct th phenomenon, DRA memory chips must be
constatly "refteshed" with new electronic pulses. DRA and SRA also differ in tht the
latter generally is both faster and more expenive.

lea

DRA is an essential inut into a varety of downtream products, includig a wide varety of
computers , such as personal computers, work stations, and servers , as well as varous other
tyes of electronic devices, such as fax machies , priters , digita video recorders , video game
equipment, and persnal digital assistats. Tota sales of DRA in the United States exceeed
$12 bilion in 2000 , and for the sae yea worldwide DRA saes exceeded $28 bilon.
10.

Over the yea, a series of different architectu for designg DRA chips ha been
introduced. As in most other asects of the computer industr, over tie older-generation
design have given way to newer- generation design or to improvements on existig
architectues. A drvig force behid ths contiua process of evolution in DRA design is the
quest for improved computer performance. In parcular, as the performance of other computer
components and subsystems is enanced, the marketplace demands equivalent improvements in
the speed and other performance chacteristics of computer memory.

11.

Dug the late 1980s and early 1990s, developments and improvements in the performance of
CPUs and other computer components were moving forward at a rapid clip. It was perceived
however, that developments in DRA technology had not kept pace, and that performce
constrts ineret in the avaiable DRA architectues were hiderig technological progrss
in the computer indus, cretig a vi "memory botteneck."

12.

It was in ths envionment that "sychronous" DRA was developed. The essential inovation
underlyig synchronous DRA - as compared to the prior generation of DRA also known
as "asynchrnoUs" DRA - was to li memory fictions to a "system clock," alowig for
more rapid seqencing of communcations between the CPU and memory, thereby improvig
overall system performance. The system clock, in effect, consists of a contiuous series of
evenly spaced electronic pulses. The period of

tie (meas in nanosecnds) elapsing

between the intiation of two succeeg pulses is refelTed to as a single "clock cycle.

13.

DRA offere a potentialy promising solution to the memory
bottleneck. Yet the success of synchrnous DRA depded importtly upon the ability of
the computer industr to adopt stadads governg the design and implementation of
synchronous DRA.

The intrduction of synchronous

JEDEC
14.

The JEDEC Solid State Technology Association ("JEDEC'') - origiy known as the Joint
Electron Device Engieerig Council, frm which the acronym JEDEC derives - is one of
several stadad-settg bodies afilated with the Electronic Industres Alance ("EIA"), a
association representig all segments of the electronics indus. As explained in JEDEC'
Manual of Organtion and Procedure (hereinafter, the "JEDEC Manual"), the organtion
priar pmpse and fuction is to "promote the development and stadation of terms
defitions, product charcteration, test methods, manufactug support fuctions and
mechancal stadards for solid state products.

tre

15.

Accordig to the JEDEC Manua , membership in JEDEC is frely avaiable to "(a)ny company,
organtion, or individual conductig business in the USA tht ... manufactues electronic
equipment or electrnics-related products , or provides electronics or electronics-related
services. " To become a JEDEC member, an eligible company nee only submit an application,
pay membership fees , and agree to abide by JEDEC' s rues. JEDEC members , cUlently

numberig in excess of200 , include many of the world' s top designers and manufactuer of
semconductors and related products , as well as many of the largest purchaers of such
products.
16.

JEDEC's internl strctue consists of a Board of Directors (formerly known as the JEDEC
Council") and numerous operational commttees , subcommttees , and tak groups. Stadads
tyically are proposed, evaluated and

formaled at the commttee or subcommttee level and

then presented for approval to the Board of Directors , which ha fial

authority to approve or

disapprove all proposed stadards.

JEDEC Policies and Procedures
17.

ties relevant herein JEDEC ha steafastly maitaed a commtment to promotig
competition with the semconductor industr. Thus, JEDEC ha inisted that its member

At al

abide by al aplicable laws ,

conduct.

includig but not lited

to laws prohibitig anticompetitive

18.

The JEDEC Manua provides tht

al JEDEC meetigs " shall comply with the curnt

edtion

EIA Legal Guides. " These Legal Guides - which are explicitly "inco:rrated ... by reference
into JEDEC' s own goverg rues, and curently are posted on JEDEC' s own website under
the heag "Manuas" - provide tht stadation progrs must be "conducted under strct
policies designed to promote and stiulate our free enterprise system and to make sue tht
laws for maintag and presrvg ths system are vigorously followed"
19.

The EWJEDEC Legal Guides establish a "basic rule" that stadation progrs conducted
by the organtion "shal not be proposed for or indiectly result in ... restrctig competition,
givig a competitive advantage to any manufactuer, (or) excludg competitors frm the
market."

20.

Consistent with its commtment to promotig unettered competition, at al ties relevant herein
JEDEC also ha maitaed a commtment to avoid, where possible, the incorporation of
patented technologies into its published stadads, or at a
to enure tht such
technologies , if inco:rrated wil be avaiable to be licensed on royalty-free or otherise
reonable and non-dcriatory ter. Toward ths end, JEDEC has implemented
procedures designed to
that members disclose any patents , or pending patent
applications , involvig the stada-settg work being underen by the organtion.

mium

ene

21.

herein meetigs of the pertent JEDEC subcommttee routiely were
opened with a statement by the chaierson underscorig the existence of such diclosure
obligations. Th practice is in conformty with reements set fort in the JEDEC Manua the

At al ties relevant

curent edtion of which provides:

The chaerson of any JEDEC commttee (expressly defied to include, among other
thgs, subcommttees) must call to the attention of al those present the requirements
contaed in EIA Legal Guides , and the obligation of al parcipants to inorm the
meetig of any knowledge they may have of any patents , or pendig patents, tht might
be involved in the work they are undertg.

Although the above provision was fit added to the JEDEC Manual in October 1993 , the
existence and scope of these disclosure obligations were commonly known with JEDEC
before tht tie, and indee thoughout the entity of Ram bus s involvement in the
organtion, from late 1991 though mid- 1996.
22.

Whe JEDEC does not altogether prohibit the use of patented items in the stadads that it
promulgates , the JEDEC Manual does mandate that the use of such items "be considered with
great care. " Indee , consistent with procedures and practices followed with JEDEC
thoughout the relevant tie period, the JEDEC Manual , at least since October 1993 , has

requied that no stadad be drfted to include "patented items"

- or "

items and processes for

which a patent has been applied" - absent both

the patented item and

(1)

a well-supported technca justication

(2)

express written assuce ITm the patent holder that a license to the patented
technology wi be made avaiable either "without compenstion" or under "reasonable
and conditions tht are demonstrly free of any unai discrition.

for inclusion of

ten
23.

The JEDEC Manual , at leat since October 1993 , ha expressly provided tht

the disclosure

and licensing obligations discussed above apply "with equal force" when JEDEC members
subsequent to the adoption of a stadad, discover new inormation about existig patent rights
- or otherwise obtain new patent rights - involvig that stadad. In such situtions, the JEDEC
member must make the same disclosues and provide the sae assurces as would be
requied if the member knew of such patent rights prior to adoption of the relevant stadad.

24.

Faily interpreted the policies , procedures, and practices existig with JEDEC thoughout al
ties relevant herein imposed upon JEDEC member cert basic duties with regard to the
diclosue of relevant patent-related inormation and the licening of relevant patent rights:
Firt, to the extent

any JEDEC member knew or believed that it possessed patents or
might involve the stadad-settg work tht JEDEC

pendig patent applications tht

was undertg, the member was requied to disclose the existence of the relevant
patents or patent applications and to identify the asect of JEDEC' s work to which
they related.
Second, in the event that technologies covered by a member s known patents or patent
applications were proposed for inclusion in a JEDEC stadard , the member was
to state whether the technology would be made avaiable either "without
compenstion" or under "reaonable terms and conditions that are demonstrbly free of

reuir

any unai discriation. " Absent the member s agreement to one of these two
conditions, the JEDEC rules would not allow the technology to be incorporated into a
proposed standard.

JEDEC Work Involving SDRA Standards
25.

The JEDEC commttee responsible for overseeing the development of stadads relatig to

memory devices is known as the JC-42 Commttee on Solid State Memories ("JC-42"), which
has severa subcommttees , one of which is parcularly relevant for purses of the intat

complaint: the JC-42.3 Subcommttee on RA Devices ("JC-42.3"
26.

Beging in or around 1990 , JC-42.3 commenced work on stada

relatig to the design

and architectue of synchronous DRA, referred to with JC-42.3 as " SDRA. " JEDEC

tie

members involved in the SDRA-related work of JC-42.3 have over
included villy al
leadig memory designer , manufactuers , and users , whether based in the U.S. or abroad.

27.

Dug the 1990s, JEDEC issued severa SDRA-related stadads, the fIrst of which was
published in November 1993 and was identified as Release 4 of the 21- C Stadad.
Subsequent releaes of the 21-C Stadad followed after tht, only smal portons of which
related to SDRA, as opposed to other memory-related technologies. In August 1999
however, JEDEC published a substatially augmented SDRA stadad - Release 9 of the
21- C Stadad - which introduced a second generation of SDRA. Ths second-generation
stdad became known as "double data rate " or "DDR " SDRA.

28.

Although the second-generation SDRA stadad was not issued until 1999 , the work that
cuhated in that stadad commenced, at the very latest, shorty after the fit-genertion
SDRA stadad was adopted in 1993. Indeed it may have commenced even earlier than
tht,
as at leat one of the technologica featues intialy considered (but ultiately
rejected) for the fit- generation SDRA stadad was later adopted in the second- generation
stadad. In addition, most, if not al , of the technologies encompassed in the fit SDRA
stadad were cared forward in the second-generation stadard as well.

inuch

29.

The process though which JEDEC adopted and published these stadads

proceeded

esentialy as follows:
meetigs of the JC-42. 3 Subcommttee, which tyically
occured on a quaerly basis - as well as affated commttee and task group meetigs
which were scheduled as needed - members were allowed to make presentations
concerng specifc concepts or technologies they proposed for inclusion in a stadad

At reguarly scheduled

under development.

Such presentations generally were accompaned by wrtten materials, which, in addition
to being shaed with al members present at the meetig, were reproduced and attched
to the offcial meetig miutes.
Before any proposa could be considered for adoption, it was necessar that it be
presented a second tie at a later subcommttee meetig.

At that point, a member could move tht

the proposal be presented to the

subcommttee membership for approval though a formal ballotig
which wrtten balots were distributed and received by mai.

process ,

puruat to

Votes were then tabulated at the subseqent meetig of the subcommttee, at which

tie member votig "

" were required to explai their reaons for opposing the

proposal.
Techncally, a two-thds majority was required, but in practice proposals raely
without a consns of al votig member.

passed

Individual proposals, once approved by JC-42.3 , were often held at the subcmmttee
level until a complete package of related proposas was ready to be forwarded to the
Council for
ratication.

fi

30.

JEDEC's - specifically, the JC-42. 3 Subcommttee s - work on SDRA stadards contiues
today, and a thd-generation SDRA stadard , known as "DDR II " is expected to be
completed later ths year.

Rambus and Its Proprietary RDRA Technology
31.

Rabus was founded in 1990 by two electrcal engieers, Mark Horowitz and Michael

Farwald , who together developed their own proprieta synchronous DRA architectue.
They naed the new arhitectue Rabus DRA, or simply "RDRA " and contrbuted the
technology to the new corpration upon its formation.

32.

RDRA as originlly designed differed &om
includg but not

lite to the followig:

tritiona

DRA architectues in severa ways

Firt, the RDRA architectue specified the use of many fewer bus lies th was
common in trditiona DRA design. Thus, RDRA was said to be a "narw-bus
arhitectue. By comparson to RDRA, trditional DRA incorprated what was
referred to as a "wide-bus" or "broad-bus" design.

carg

Second, in the RDRA arhitectue, each bus lie was capable of
thee tyes
of inormation essential to memory fuctionalty: (1) data (2) "addrss" inormation,

specifyg the location where needed data could be found, or should be placed
memory; and (3) "control" inormtion, specifg, among other thgs, the relevant
command
(e.
whether the computer should "red" data &om memory or "wrte" new
data to memory). By comparson, in trditional DRA architectues , each bus lie
was generay dedicated to
only one of these thee tyes of inormation. Thus

caug

,"

the RDRA bus was someties sad to be "multiplexed" or "trply

multiplexed.

Thd, rather th trttg data, address, and control inonnation separtely, as was
common in a trditional DRA arhitetu , RDRA trmitted such inonnation
together in groupings , called "packets. " For ths reasn, RDRA is also someties
refelTed to as a "packetized" system.

33.

Though Rambus has designed and obtaed patents on, varous DRA-related technological
concepts or featues , Rabus does not itself manufactue such technologies , choosing instead
to licene its design for a fee to downtrea memory manufactuer.
in the ealy

Begig

to market and licene its
proprieta RDRA technology to manufactuers of computer memory and related products
includig a number of companes holdig membehip in JEDEC.
1990s and contiuig though the present, Rambus ha sought

Rambus

s ' 898

Patent Application and Its Progeny

34.

1990 , Rambus fied its fit DRA-related patent application with the United
States Patent and Trademark Offce ("PTO") - Application No. 07/510 898 (hereinafter the
898 application '). The application contaed a 62-page specifcation and 15 drwings , al
purortg to describe Rambus s DRA-related inventions. In addition, the ' 898 application
contaed 150 separte claim , each of which was lited to a natow-bus , multilexed
packetied DRA design.

35.

Patents and patent applications consist of two pricipal par. The fit par is a wrtten
description, whereby the patent applicant (or, if the application issues as a patent, the patent
holder) describes the invention, though technca specifications and drwigs, in a maner that
would allow a person skied in the ar to which the invention applies to understad and practice
the invention without undue experientation. The second par of the patent or patent
application consists of one or more "clai" defig, or delieatig, the scope - or outer
bounds - of the patent holder s exclusive rights (or, in the case of an application, the exclusive
rights the applicant seeks to obta).

36.

On Apri 18 ,

Becuse al 150 clais

contaed in Rabus s ' 898 patent application were lited

to

llow-bus, multiplexed packetied DRA design though ths application Rabus was not
seekig - nor,

absent amendment to the application, could it obtain -

any patent rights

exceeg those litations.
37.

In March 1992 , Rambus broke out portons of its ' 898 application into 10 divisional patent
applications, each of which "claied priority back" to the ' 898 application and to its Apri 1990
date. Th origi' 898 application and these 10 divisiona applications, in
gave rie

fig

tu

to numerous other amended diviiona , or contiuation patet applications - al techncally the
progeny" of the ' 898 application - and eventuy resulted in the issuce of numerous Rabus
patents.
The process of obtaing patents or "perfectig" patent clais , otherwise lmown as
patent prosecution, often involves amendig, dividig, or contiuig patent applications
on fie with the PTO.

Thugh an "amendment" to a pendig patent application, a patent applicant may delete
or alter cert claim contained in the pendig application, or may add new clai

whie at the sae

tie retag the sae specifcation, drwings, and (to the extent not

amended or deleted) clai of the previously pending application.
cares out one of multiple ditict inventions frm a
prior application and see to obta patent rights over that distict invention, without

A "divisiona" application is one tht

adding any new matter to the wrtten description of the invention described in the ealier

application.

A "contiuation" application is a second application, coverg the sae invention
described in a prior application, that is fied before the ealier application either issues
as a patent or is abandoned and, agai adds no new matter to the wrtten description
of the invention desribed in the eaer application.

Before issug any patent, the PTO fit seeks to detere whether the invention
claied in the relevant patent application is preceded by "prior art" - that is , by
preexitig inventions or other publicly lmown facts or inormation that demonstrtes the
lack of novelty in the invention for which a patent is sought.
Generally speag, determtions of whether prior ar exists in a given cae are made
by reference to the date on which the patent application is fied otherse lmown as the
priority date.

When a patent application is amended divided or contiued in the maner described
above, the patent applicat may "clai priority back" to an ealier-fied application-

fig

thus beefittg frm the ealier
date - but only if the amended diviiona, or
contiuation application "adds no new matter" to the wrtten description of the invention
descn'bed in the ealier application. As noted above , divisional and contiuation
applications, by defition, include no new matter not contaed with the ealierrefereced application.

Subsequent amendments, divisionas, or contiuations

claig priority back to an

ealier- fied

patent application are

earlier- fied

application,

someties sad to be with the sae "famy" as the

or otherwse are said to be the prior application s "progeny.

Thus , the fact that, as stated above , each Rabus patent application in the ' 898
famy" - or each of the ' 898 application s "progeny" - claimed priority back to the
898 application, mean tht
of the patent applications in the ' 898 famy contaed
the sae specification and drwings as were contained in the ' 898 application itself In
fact, in each amended, divisiona, and contiuation patent application Rabus fied
priority back to the ' 898 application s Apri 1990 fig date, Rambus was
required to and did - expressly
to the PTO that the application added "
new matter" beyond what was contaed in the ' 898 application s 62-page
specification and 15 drwings.

claig

38.

wart

sae

Though al of the Rabus patent applications in the ' 898 famy contaed the
specification and drwings as the ' 898 application itself over tie Rabus sought to expand
the
contaed with these applications in order to obtain patent rights extendig beyond
the naw-bus, multiplexed , packetied design inerent in the RDRA design. In other
words, in the coure of prosecutig the ' 898 famy of patent applications, Rambus made a
conscious effort to withdrw the narw-bus litations contaed in the origi application
, and thereby sought to signficantly expand the scope of its potential patent rights, whie
sti cligig to the ' 898 application s Apri 1990 priority date.

clai

clai

Rambus s Initial Involvement in JEDEC
39.

Even before Rabus was formally incoIprated in ealy 1990 , its founders outlied a strtegy
whereby, in an effort to obta high royalties for RDRA, they would seek to establish

RDRA
40.

as the actul or

de facto

industr stadard.

th

Parly with
goal in mid, Rabus attended its fit JEDEC meetig in December 1991 , and
it offcialy joined the organtion shorty thereaer. Althoug JEDEC was conductig other
potentialy relevant work at tht tie, of parcular relevance to Rambus was the work then
underway with the JC-42.3 Subcommttee, which was in the process of developing a
generation of stadads for SDRA. From December 1991 though December 1995
Rabus representatives regularly attended JC-42.3 meetigs.

fit

41.

Though Rabus attended its last JC-42.3 meetig in December 1995 , it remained a member of
JEDEC, and contiued to receive offcial mags and other inormtion ITm JEDEC , unti June
1996 , when it formally withdrw ITll the organtion.

Rambus s Scheme to Capture the SDRA Standards

42.

Shortly after becomig involved in JEDEC , it beame apparent to Rambus that JC-42.3 was
commtted to developing SDRA stadas based on the trditional wide-bus, non-packetied
DRA architectue, relyig to the extent possible on non-proprieta technologies. In other
word, it was highy unely JC-42.3 would be interested in stadaing RDRA , an
arhitectue tht was both

43.

proprieta and distictly non-trditional.

Rambus , of coure, would have prefeITed that its own RDRA technology be adopted as the
industr stadad. Faiing tht, Rabus might have prefered to see any effort at adoptig an
industr-wide SDRA stadad fail
as industr adoption of such a stadad would
make it more dicult for Rabus to maret its proprieta RDRA technology. By mid1992 , however, Rambus had seized upon an alterntive business plan - one that, if successfu
might alow Rabus to achieve the goal of
high royalties even if the DRA indutr
were to adopt as its stada somethg other than RDRA. Rabus s CEO, GeoffTate, laid
out th scheme in a June 18 , 1992 drft of the Rambus 1992- 1997 Business Plan:

inuch

chag

For about 2+ yea a JEDEC commttee has been workg on the specifications for a
Synchronous DRA. No stadard has yet been approved by JEDEC.
expectation is a stadad wil not be reached unti end of 1992 at the ealiest.

clai

Sync DRAs inge on some
in our fied patents; and tht
there are additional clai we can fie for our patents tht cover featues of Sync
Then we wi be in position to request patent licensing (fees and royalties)
ITom any manufactuer of Sync DRA. Ou action plan is to detenne the exact
clai and fie the additional clais by the end of Q3/92. Then to advise Sync DRA
manufacturs in Q4/92.

(We believe tht

DRA.

44.

In what appear to be the fil drft of the same Rabus Business Plan dated September
1992 , Tate fuer elaborated on the scheme:
Rambus expects the patents wi be issued larely as fied and tht companes wi not
be able to develop Rabus-cmpatible or Rambus- lie technology without
on multiple fudaenta clai of the patents.... Rabus ' patents are liely to have
signficant applications other
for the Rabus Interface.

ingig

th

In the sae document, Tate also wrote: ' 'Sync
patents and other clai tht Rambus

45.

DRA inge claim in Rabus s fied

wi fie in updtes later in 1992.

In actuty, events unolded somewhat

diertly th

Rabus s CEO envisioned in these

tig,

statements, in a maner tht afected the
but not the core substace , of Ram bus
scheme. For intace, although Rabus s ' 898 application was pedig at the
these

tie

claig

separte application
priority back to the ' 898 application - able to obtain its fit patent broad enough to argubly
cover aspects of the wide-bus DRA architectue incorprated into the JEDEC stadads. In
addition, Rabus ultiately elected to wait Wltilate 1999 , after DRA manufactu and
their customers had become "locked in" to the JEDEC stadads , before seekig to enorce its
patents agait memory manufactuers producing JEDEC-compliant SDRA.
statements were wrtten, not Wlti1996 was Rambus - though a

46.

Parphs

Aside &om such tig issues, the Rabus busines plan quoted in
43 and 44 set
fort quite accurtely the basic scheme upon which the company would embark - tht is , a
scheme whereby Rabus would actively seek to perfect patent rights coverig technologies
tht were the subject of an ongoing, industr-wide stdadition process, in which Rabus
itself was a reguar parcipant, without disclosing the exitence of such patent rights (or the
pertent patent applications) to other parcipants, many of whom, by producing products
compliant with the stadads , would later be charged with ingig Rabus ' s patents.

Implementation of Rambus s Scheme
47.

Dug the coure of its parcipation in JEDEC, from late 1991 though mid- 1996, Rabus
observed multiple presentations regardig technologies , proposed for (and later included in)
JEDEC's SDRA stadards, that Rambus either (1) lmew or believed to be covered by
clais contaed in its then-pendig patent applications , or (2) believed could be covere
though amendments to those applications expandig the scope of the patent clai whie
addig no new matter to the Wlderlyig techncal spifcation.

48.

That is, at al ties relevant herein Rambus believed tht

a number of the spifc technologies
that were proposed for, and later incorporated in, the relevant JEDEC stadads were
encompassed by the 62-page techncal specification and 15 related drwigs common
Rabus s ' 898 application (fied in 1990) and the numerous amended divisiona , and
contiuation applications tht stemmed &om the ' 898 application. Rabus fuer believed
tht, to the extent the pending clai of the ' 898 application and its later- fied progeny faied to
cover these technologies as proposed to be used in JEDEC' s SDRA stadads , such
could be amended to cover these technologies, whie sti
priority back to the ' 898
application s Apri 1990
date.

fig

49.

clai

claig

As Rabus s CEO descnoed in the company s intern plang documents in mid- 1992

fit

Pargrphs 43-4 above), the intial phase of Rabus s "action plan" requi tht it
the exact
in its pendig applications tht covered technologies being

detene

clai"

incorporated into the JEDEC stadads, and then, as neeed "fie...

additional

clai"

(see

perfect Rabus s patent rights over such technologies. In executig these steps, Rabus
placed heavy reliance upon two individus: Richad Crisp, Rabus s designted
representative to the JC-42.3 Subcommttee , and Lester Vincent, an attorney with the law
of Blakely, Sokoloff Taylor & Zafian who served as Rabus s outside patent counel.
50.

Richard Crisp, an electrcal engieer, joined Rambus in 1991. He attended his fit JC-42.3
meetig in Febru 1992 and contiued to attend such meetigs reguary though December
1995. (I addition to Crisp, David Moorig, at that tie Rambus s vice president for business
development, and Bily Garett another Rabus engineer, someties attended JC-42.3

meetigs. )

May 1992 , Crisp became Rambus s designated representative to JC-42.3. As
such, he personay received any inormation, such as meetig miutes and balot form, tht
JEDEC fushed to Rabus by mai.
51.

In

Thoughout the durtion of Crisp s parcipation in the JC-42.3 Subcommttee, it was
customar practice to send comprehenive
to his superiors and others with Rabus
desnoing in deta the technologies that were being proposed for inclusion in the JEDEC
SDRA stadads. Typically, these report were communcated via e-mais authored and sent
whie the JC-42.3 meetigs were sti in progress.

rert

52.

Blakely, Sokoloff, were retaed as patent counl by Rabus
at which tie Vincent assued
resnsibilty for prosecutig
Rabus s ' 898 application before the PTO. For several yea thereafter, Vincent and his
colleagues assisted Rabus with its DRA-related patent sttegy, providig frequent advice
to Rabus on patent-related issues and
resnsibilty for
and
prosecutig the varous contiuation and divisiona patet applications tht stemed frm the
898 application.
Lester Vincent and his law fi,

in the

suer

of 1991 ,

priar

assug priar

53.

drg, fig,

In late March 1992 , Vincent met with Crisp and Alen Robert, the Rabus vice president with
to discuss, among other thgs, Rabus s parcipation in JEDEC. At
ths meetig, Vincent, Crisp, and Robert dicussed whether Rabus , having joined JEDEC
and parcipated in JEDEC meetigs, was at risk of forfeitig - on grounds of equitale estoppel
- its rights to enforce futue patents coverig asects of the JEDEC
Vincent advised
that there could be an equitable estoppel problem ifRabus were to convey to other JEDEC
parcipants the false or misleaing impression tht it would not seek to enforce its patents or its
futue patents. He fuer advised tht, in order to reduce such risks, Rabus might reain
silent and abstain from votig on any proposed JEDEC stadads. Rabus in fact did abstain
from votig on the scores of JC-42.3 balot intiatives tht arose durg the coure of its
parcipation in JEDEC. Richard Crisp did vote on one occaion, however, regiterg a "
resnsibilty for patents ,

stada.

vote on four separte ballot items.

54.

Thoughout its four and one-half year of parcipation in the JC-42.3 Subcommttee, Rabus
engaged in a contiuous pattem of deceptive, bad- faith conduct. Rabus s bad-faith
parcipation in JEDEC , although evidenced in other ways as well , was perhaps best
exemplied in the coordited activities of Crisp and Vincent. Dwg hi four-yea tenur as
Rambus s representative to JC-42.3 , Crisp observed multiple presentations relatig to
technologies Rambus believed were covered - or, though amendment, could be covered - by
pending Rabus patent applications. In fact, in a nmnber of intaces, Crisp, whie
parcipatig in JC-42. 3 meetigs , sent e-mails back to Rabus headquaers expressing a
belief that Rabus had pendig applications coverg
technologies being discussed in
such meetigs, or otherwse suggestg that Rabus s pendig patent applications be reviewed
and if necessar amended to ensure they covere such technologies. On severa occasions

cer

Crisp - based in par on inonnation leaed

thugh attending JC-42.3 meetigs

- developed

specific proposas for amendig Rabus s pendig patent clais and communcated such
proposals diectly (or via a Rabus colleague) to Vincent. Likewise, in some cases , Vincent

sent copies of drft amendments to Rabus s patent applications to Crisp, among others
solicitig hi inut before
such amendments. Play, in light of Rabus faiur
disclose pertent patent-related inonnation to JEDEC, the activities described in ths

fig

pargrph constituted bad faith.
55.

As undersored elsewhere in th complait, Rabus never disclosed to JEDEC the fact tht,
thoughout the dution of its membership in the organtion, Rabus had on fie with the PTO

and was actively prosecutig, patent applications that, in its view, either covered or could eaily
be amended to cover elements of the exitig and futu SDRA stada.
Technologies Impacted by Rambus s Scheme
56.

Among other specific technologies adopted or proposed for inclusion in the SDRA stadads
durg the period of Rambus s parcipation in JEDEC , which Rambus believed were covered
by its then-pendig patent applications or could be covered though amendments to such
applications, were the following: (1) prograble CAS latency; (2) prograble burt
length; (3) on-chip PLLIDLL; and (4) dual- edge clock.

57.

Colum address strobe (or "CAS") latency refers to the amount of tie it taes for the memory
to releae data after receivig a sign, known as the colum address strobe, in connection with
cpu. The technology known as prograble CAS latency alows
memory chips to be
such tht ths asect of the memory s operation can be
taored to faciltate compatibilty with a varety of
computer envinments.
a red request ftom the

progred

58.

diert

refers to the nmnber of ties inonnation (or data) is trmitted between
the CPU and memory in conjunction with a single request or inction. The technology

Burt lengt generlly

progred

known as prograble burt lengt allows memory chips to be
to adjust ths
aspet of the memory s operation in order to faciltate compau'bilty with a varety of different
computer envionments.

59.

Crisp and other Rabus representatives observed
multiple JC-42.3 presentations
to prograble CAS latency and prograble
burst lengt both of which were proposed to be incOIporated in the fit JEDEC SDRA
stadard. Soon thereafter, in th sumer of 1992 , Crisp received and voted upon, a balot
for inclusion of both tehnologies in the
Ths was the only tie that
voted on a JEDEC ballot, and he voted " " for techncal reasons that he was called upon to
and did, explai but without sayig anytg to suggest tht Rabus might possess relevant
From December 1991 though May 1992 ,

pertg

stda

cag

Cri

intellectu propert.
60.

At the tie of these events Cri and other with Rabus believed that both prograble
CAS latency and prograble burt lengt were encompassed by the inventions set fort in
the specification and drwigs of the ' 898 application and relate applications tht were then
pending at the PTO , and that Rabus - by amending the
in those pendig applications had the abilty to perfect patent rights coverig such technologies as used in the SDRA
stadad. Indeed
in May 1992 , Crisp, Robert , and other Rambus representatives
began a seres of constations with Vincent for the pwpse of
new clai lied to the
898 application , that would cover use of certin technologies in the wide-bus architectu
adopted by the SDRA stadad. Progrmmable CAS latency and prograble burt
lengt were both among the technologies discused for inclusion in these new wide-bus

clai

begig

drg

clai.

61.

In March 1993 a Rabus representative attended the JC-42.3 meetig at which both
prograble CAS latency and prograble burt lengt were approved for inclusion in the
SDRA stadad and were forwarded to the JEDEC Council, along with a collection of
other approved technologies , as par of a comprehensive stdad proposal. Despite
Rabus s belief tht these technologies were subject to pendig Rabus patent claim , the
Rabus reresentative remaied silent thughout the meetig. In May 1993 , the Council
formally adopted the proposed SDRA stadad, which was publihed in November of that
year. (Both of these technologies were later cared forward in the second-generation SDRA
stadad published in Augut 1999. ) Also in May 1993 , Vincent's law
(Blakely, Sokoloff
fit fied patent clai on behal ofRabus intended to cover use of DRA technologies in a
wide-bus arhitetue. From that tie thugh the present, Rabus ha contiued its effort to
perfect patent rights coverig use of prograble CAS latency and prograble bur
lengt as incorporated in the SDRA stadads.

fit

fi

62.

The design objectives served by inclusion of prograble CAS latency and prograble
burt lengt technologies in the fit- and secnd-generation JEDEC stadads liely could have

bee accomplished thugh us of alterntive DRA-related technologies available at the tie
these stdads were developed At a mium, there would have been lUcertty at tht tie

regarg the potential to identi

or develop feaible alternative technologies. In either event,

had Rambus disclosed to the JC-42.3 Subcommttee that it possessed pendig patent
applications purorting to cover - or tht could be amended to cover - prograble CAS
latency and burt lengt technologies in a wide-bus synchronous DRA architectu , such
disclosures liely would have impacted the content of the SDRA stadads , the term on
which Rabus would later be able to license any pertent patent rights , or both.
63.

Phas lock loop ("PLL") and delay lock loop ("DLL") are closely related technologies, both of
which are used to synchronie the intemal clock tht govern operations with a memory chip
and the system clock that reguates the
of other system fuctions. The fonner, PLL
synchronies the two clocks by adjustig the intemal clock' s frequency to match the system
clock' s frequency, wherea the latter, DLL, achieves synchronition by delayig the internal
clock. "On-chip" PLIJDLL refers to the approach of placing these technologies on the
memory chip itself as opposed to the altemative approach of placing these technologies on, for
intace, the memory module or the motherboard - the latter being known as "off-chip
PLLIDLL.

tig

64.

Beging in September 1994 , Crisp obselVed presentations and other work in the JC-42.3
Subcommttee involvig proposa to include on-chip PLL in the second genertion of the
SDRA stadad. At tht tie , Crisp and others with Rabus believed tht on-chip PLL
was encompassed by the inventions set fort in the specifcation and drwings of the ' 898
application and related applications then pending at the PTO , and they had aleady discussed
with Vincent their desir to perect patent rights coverg use of th technology in SDRA.
Indee in JlUe of 1993 Vincent's law
fied on Rabus s behalf, an amendment to a
pendig patent application - Application No. 07/847 692 - adding claim that, on their face
covered use of on-chip PLIJLL technology in either a wide-bus or narow-bus DRA
architectue. From JlUe 1993 though the present, Rabus has contiued its effort to perfect
patent rights coverig use of on-chip DLL technology as ultiately incorprated in the secondgeneration SDRA stadad published in Augut 1999.

fi

65.

The design objectives sered by inclusion of on-chip DLL technology in the secnd-generation
liely could have been accomplihed though use of alternative DRArelated technologies available at the
these stadads were developed. At a
there
would have been lUCerty at tht tie regarg the potential to identify or develop feaible
JEDEC stadad

tie

mium

alterntive technologies. In either event, had Rabus disclosed to the JC-42.3 Subcommttee
that it possessed pending patent applications purortedly coverig - or that could be amended
to cover - on-chip PLIJLL technologies in a wide-bus synchronous DRA architectue

,"

would have impacted the content of the SDRA stadads, the terms
would later be able to license any pertent patent rights, or both.

such disclosures liely

on which Rabus
66.

67.

Dul-ege clock is a technology that permts inormation to be trtted

between the CPU
and memory twice with every cycle of the system clock, thereby doublig the rate at which
inormation is trmitted compard to the fit generation of SDRA , which incorporated a
single- edge clock" and hence permtted inormation to be trmitted only once per clock
cycle.

Between December 1991 and April 1992 , Crisp and other Rambus representatives attended
JC-42.3 meetigs at which they observed presentations and other work involving dual- edge
clock technology and a closely related tehnology known as "toggle-mode." iltiately, the
JC-42.3 Subcommttee decided not to incorprate these technologies into the fit-generation
SDRA stadad. At the tie ths decision was reached, however, cerin JC-42.3 members
expressed the view tht such technologies would be appropriate for reconsidertion in
connection with the next generation of SDRA. Du-ege clock technology was again
discussed by the JC-42.3 Subcommttee in May 1995. Soon thereafter, in October 1995 , a
suey balot relatig in par to dual- edge clock technology was distrbuted to JC-42.3
members , and the same balot was later discussed at a JC-42.3 meeting in December 1995. A
formal proposa to include dua- edge clock technology in the second-generation SDRA
stadad was made at a JC-42.3 Subcommttee meetig in March 1996. Followig Rabus
withdrwal from JEDEC in June 1996 , dua- edge clock technology was the subject of
presentations , and the technology ultimately was incorporated into the second- generation

fuer

SDRA stadard.
68.

In September 1994 , Vincent' s law fi, on behal of Rabus , fied an amendment to Rabus
Patent Application No. 08/222 646 , adding dua- edge clock clai tht were not lited to
narow-bus RDRA design, but rather purrted to cover use of dual- edge clock technology
in any synchrnous DRA architectu, includig a wide-bus arhitectue of the sort tht was
the focus ofJEDEC' s SDRA stadads. Ths application, as amended to include dual- edge
clock clais , issued as U.S. Patent No. 5 513 327 (hereinfter the ' 327 patent") in April
1996 , whie Rambus was sti a member of JEDEC. From September 1994 though the
presnt, Rabus has contiued its effort to perfect patent rights coverig use of dua-edge
clock technology as used in a wide-bus synchronous DRA arhitectue.

69.

The design objectives sered by inclusion of dua-edge clock technology in the secondgeneration SDRA stadad liely could have been accomplished though use of altemative
DRA-related technologies available at the time these stadads were developed. At a
there would have bee uncerty at tht tie regarding the potential to identi or

miwn

develop feaible alterntive technologies. In either event, had Rambus disclosed to the JC-42.3

Subcommttee that it possessed patents or pending patent applications argubly coverig (or
tht, with respect the applications , could be amended to cover) dual- edge clock technology in a
wide-bus sychronous DRA architectu, such disclosures liely would have impacted the
content of the SDRA stadads, the term on which Rabus would later be able to license
any pertent patent rights, or both.

Rambus s Limited and Misleading Disclosures to JEDEC
70.

At no tie durg its involvement in JEDEC did Rabus ever dilose to the organtion the
fact that it possessed an issued patent - the ' 327 patent discussed in Pargrph 68 above - that
pmprted to cover use of a specific technology proposed for inclusion in the JEDEC SDRA
stadads. Nor did Rambus ever disclose to JEDEC that it had on fie with the PTO varous
pending patent applications tht purorted to cover, or could be amended to cover, a number
of other technologies included or proposed for inclusion in the JEDEC SDRA stadas.
More generay, Rabus never sad or did anytg to alert JEDEC to (1) Rabus s belief that
it could clai rights to
technological featu not only when used in the context of its
proprieta, llaIow-bus, RDRA design, but also when used in the trditional wide-bus
arhitectue that was the focus of JEDEC's SDRA stadad-settg activities; or (2) the fact
tht Rabus, whie a member of JEDEC , was actively workg to perfect such patent rights.

cert

71.

On the contr, Rabus s very parcipation in JEDEC, coupled with its faiure to make
requied patent-related disclosues, conveyed a materialy false and misleading impression
naely, tht JEDEC , by incorpratig into its SDRA stadads technologies openy
discussed and considered durg Rabus s tenur in the organtion, was not at risk of
adoptig
that Rabus could later claim to
upon its patents.

stada

72.

inge

On at leat two occasions durg Rambus s involvement in JEDEC , Crisp was asked by
JEDEC representatives whether Rambus had any patent-related disclosur to make perting
to technologies dicussed with JC-42.3. In neither intace did Rabus elect to make such
disclosues. One of these intaces , however, prompted Rambus to present a letter to the JC42.3 Subcommittee , dated September 11 , 1995 , which stated in par:
At ths tie,

Rabus elects to not make a specifc comment on our intellectu
propert position. . " Ou presence or silence at commttee meetigs does not
constitute an endorsement of any proposa under the commttee s consideration nor
does it make any statement regardig potential ingement ofRabus intellectu
propert. "

73.

Beyond these statements , the September 1995 letter sad nothg concerng Rabus s patent
position. In paricular, it made no reference to the fact that Rabus possessed pendig patent

,"

applications that pmported to cover, or were being amended to cover, both (1) technologies
included in aldy
publihed JEDEC stadards , and (2) additional technologies then being
consider for inclusion in futu JEDEC stadads. Moreover, the episode that gave rise to

Rabus s September 1995 letter involved discussion of a narow-bus , multiplexed packetized
SDRA design - known as " SyncLin" - tht bore a strong resemblance to Rambus s own
naow-bus, multiplexed packetied RDRA design. As explained elsewhere in ths
complaint, the wide-bus, non-packetied synchronous DRA design adopted by JEDEC
Rabus s RDRA design and hen ftom the SyncLin design as
well. Thus , to the extent Rabus s September 1995 letter could be interpreted to suggest that
Rabus might possess relevant intellectul propert rights, JEDEC' s member would natuy
have undertood tht any such rights related to the SyncLin design not to the use of
technologies in the JEDEC stadads.

diere signficatly &om

cer

74.

th

In connection with the same incident tht gave rie to
September 1995 letter, Crisp and
others with Rabus intemy debated the extet to which, and maner in which, Rabus
should consider makg patent-related disclosues to JEDEC or to individua JEDEC members.
In ths regard , on May 24 1995 , Crisp sent an e-mai to Rabus s CEO , GeoffTate, as well
as other Rambus executives , suggestig a possible bifucated approach to disclosue. As to
any "realy key" technologies, Crip suggested tht Rabus should consider makg
disclosues. But " (iJf it is not a realy key issue " Crisp stated "then... it makes no sense to
aler them to a potential problem they can eaily

75.

In the sae e-mail , Crisp

work around.

outled a second possible approach to deag with the disclosue

Isse:
'We may want to

wal into the next JEDEC meetig and simply provide a lit of patent

numbers which we have issued and say ' we are not lawyer, we wi pas no judgment
of ingement or non-ingement, but here ar our issued patent numbers, you decide
for yourelves what does and does not inge.

Although Rabus in ths parcular intace did not adopt ths approach to disclosure, Crisp
suggestion foreshadowed quite closely the maner in which Rabus would later anounce its
withdrwal ftom JEDEC roughy a yea later, in June 1996
(see
Pargraphs 81- 88 below).
76.

Prior to withdrwig

ftom the organtion in June 1996 , Rabus did make one patent-related
disclosure to JEDEC. In September 1993 , Rabus inormed JEDEC of the issuce of U.S.

Patent No. 5 423 703 (hereinafter the ' 703 patent ). Although the ' 703 patent claied
priority back to Rabus s ' 898 application and thus contained the sae specifcation and
drwings , the claim of the ' 703 patent related to a specific clockig technology, unque to
RDRA tht differed signcantly &om any clockig technology considered by JEDEC. For

ths reaon, the patent rights conferred upon Rabus by the ' 703 patent - as reflected in the
patent' s claims - did not relate to or involve JEDEC' s work on SDRA stadads.
Furermore , Rabus s disclosure of ths patent did nothg to alert JEDEC' s members to
Rabus s belief tht the specification and related drwings common to the ' 703 patent and all
other patent applications in the ' 898 famy provided a basis upon which it could clai
additiona patent rights coverig technologies incorprated in the SDRA stadads.
77.

Other than the foregoing, Rambus made no patent-related disclosures to JEDEC or to the JC42.3 Subcmmttee prior to withdrwig from JEDEC in June 1996. Whle Rabus was
member of JEDEC , however, some JEDEC members obtained (or viewed) copies of one or
more foreign patent applications fied by Rabus, which contaed the sae specification and
drwigs as the ' 898 application and its progeny. In light of the varous inormation (identied
inter alia Pargrphs 54- , 60 , 64 , 68, 70 , 73 , and 76 above) that Rambus failed to
in
diclose to JEDEC , simply viewing these foreign patent applications would have done nothg
to alert JEDEC' s members to the fact tht Rambus believed the specifcation and related
drwigs common to the foreign applications and the ' 898 famy of U.S. patent applications
permtted it to claim additional patent rights coverig the SDRA stadads.

78.

Finy, before,

durg, and afr its tenure as a JEDEC member, in connection with its ongoing

effort to maret and license RDRA , Rabus made lited, private disclosues about its
technology to some of the companes parcipatig in JC-42.3. Upon inormation and belief
to agreeents prohibitig the company receivig such
these disclosues were made

purt

lited

private disclosu
disclosing it to other. In any event, these
concerng Rabus s proprieta, naow-bus RDRA technology were not adequate to
satisfY Rabus s disclosure obligations , nor did such dislosures do , or convey, anytg
place individu JEDEC members on notice of Ram bus s belief tht it could clai patent rights
over technologies used in the JEDEC SDRA stadads.
inormtion from

Rambus s Violations ofthe JEDEC Disclosure Duty
79.

As discused above, upon

joing JEDEC , Rambus became subject to the

sae basic

disclosu duty applicable to all JEDEC members - the duty to disclose the existence of any
patents or pendig patent applications it knew or believed "might be involved in" the stadadsettg work that JEDEC was undertg, and to identi the asect of JEDEC's work to
which they related.

80.

(See

Pargraphs 21 and 24 above.

Rabus violated ths duty repeatedy, notwthtading the lited patent-related disclosu
discussed above. The fact is that Rambus, whie parcipatig as a JEDEC member, possessed
a varety of patent applications - and at least one issued patent - that covered, or were
designed to cover, technologies involved in the JEDEC stadad-settg work as well as

additiona applications that Rabus believed could be amended to cover such technologies
without the addition of any new matter. Rabus never disclosed thes critica facts to JEDEC.

Rambus s Withdrawal from JEDEC
81.

In December 1995 , Vihcent leared o:t and discussed with Anthony Diepenbrock, an in-house
Rabus attorney, the Commssion s proposed consent order in
In re Dell Computer
Corporation which involved alegations of anticompetitive unater conduct ocung with
the context of an industr-wide stdad-settg organtion. In Janua 1996, Vincent
advised Rabus tht it should tennate "fuer parcipation in any stdads boy, " includig
JEDEC.

82.

On June 17 , 1996 ,

Rabus formally withdrew from JEDEC via a letter addressed to Ken

McGhee , an EIA employee who at the tie served as Secreta of JEDEC' s JC-42
Commttee. The. letter was origiy drfted by Richad Crisp; however, the fial version
reflected input from Lester Vincent, among others. Other than McGhee, the letter was sent to
no one else with JEDEC , including no member of the JC-42.3 Subcommttee.
83.

The letter opened by inonng Mr. McGhee tht

Rabus would not be renewig its
memberhip in the varous JEDEC commttees and subcmmttees in which it had parcipated
includig JC-42.3 , and tht it therefore was
its membership invoices unpaid. The
reaider of the letter stated as follows:

retug

Recently at JEDEC meetigs the subject of Ram bus patents has bee raised. Rabus
plan to contiue to license its proprieta technology on term that are consistent with
the business plan ofRabus, and those term may not be consistent with the terms set
by stadads bodies , includig JEDEC. A number of major companes are already
licenees of Ram bus technology. We
that you wi understad tht Rabus
reseres al rights regardig its intellectu propert. Rambus does , however
encourge companes to contact Dave Moorig ofRabus to discuss liceng
and to sign up as licensees.

trt

ten

To the extent that anyone is interested in the patents ofRabus, I have enclosed a list
ofRabus U.S. and foreign patents. Rabus ha also applied for a number of
additiona patents in order to protect Rabus technology.
84.

Although it attched a list of23 Rabus patents , Rabus s June 1996 withdrwal letter said
nothg to inorm JEDEC how, if at al , the 23 listed patents - and the vague referece to
additional , unecified patent applications - might relate to the work of the JC-42.3
Subcommttee. The untated message, as Cri had suggested roughy a yea ealier, was:

(H) ere are our issued patent numbers , you decide for yourelves what does and does not
(See
Paragraph 75 above.

inge.
85.

The lit of 23 Rabus patents attched to ths letter consisted of 21 u.s. and two foreign (one
Taiwanese and one Isreli) patet numbers , with no accompanyig explantion.
Of the 21 U.S. patents on the lit, five fell with the " 898 famy and the remaig
fell outside the ' 898

famy.

Of the latter group of 16 , severa related to discrete design for generic electronic
circuits - tht is , they did not relate unquely to DRA design or
specficay to
Rambus s RDRA arhitectue. Sever other patents included with ths group of 16
did relate in some way to DRA design but did not
any diect connection to
either Rabus s narw-bus RDRA architectue or the wide-bus architectu
incorporated into the JEDEC SDRA stadads. The remaig few patents ITom ths
group of 16 related to spcific implementations of Rabus s naow-bus arhitectue.
There is no indication tht any of these 16 patents related to any specifc technology or
technological featue adopted or considered for adoption in the SDRA stadads.

be

The five U.S. patents tht did fal with the " 898 famy included the " 703 patent
discussed in Pargrph 76 abve, which Rabus had previously disclosed to JEDEC.
Of the remaig four, thee of the lited patents - lie the " 703 patent - contaed only
clais that either (1) were expressly lited to the naow-bus RDRA arhitectu, or
(2) deat with a specifc asect of the Rambus RDRA architectue unlated to
JEDEC' s work. The fial patent with ths group - U.S. Patent No. 5 473 575contained
tht, although potentialy broader in scope than the other four, were
lited to the low-voltage design used in Rabus s RDRA arhitetu , which
materially diere from the higher-voltage design tht had been the focus of JEDEC'
work.

clai

The remaing two Rabus patents on the list of 23 were the two foreign patents.
Beyond the fact that one of these was wrtten in Chese, these foreign patents , ha
they been reviewed by JEDEC' s members, would not have suffced to place them on
notice of Rambus ' s patent rights , or potential patent rights, for reons discussed
above.
86.

More importt than what the June 1996 withdrwal

letter sad is what it faied to say. Among
other thgs, the letter made no mention of the fact tht Rabus possessed pendig patent
applications coverig, or tht could be amended to cover, specific technologies included or
proposed for inclusion, in the JEDEC SDRA stadads. Nor did the letter say anytg

cert technological featus not

alert JEDEC to Rabus s belief that it could clai rights to
only when used in the context of its proprieta, narw-bus ,

used in the trditional wide-bus

architetue tht was the

RDRA design, but also when
focus of JEDEC' s SDRA stadad-

settg activities.
87.

But ths was not all the June 1996 letter failed to disclose. As of June 1996 , when Rabus
submitted its formal withdrwal letter to JEDEC , the company actully posses 24 issued
patents , not 23. That is , one - but only one - of Rambus s issued patents was omitted nom the
list attched to the June 1996 withdrwal letter. The omitted patent was Rabus s ' 327
patent, which issued in Apri 1996, two month before Rabus s withdrwal nom JEDEC.
As discussed in Pargrph 68 above , the ' 327 patent contained clais purortg to cover use
of dual-edge clock technology in any sychronous DRA architectue. As such, it was the
only patent actuy obtained by Rambus whie a member of JEDEC tht argubly covered use
of a specific technology included or considered for inclusion, in JEDEC' s wide-bus SDRA

stadards.
88.

Even after withdrwig nom JEDEC Cri and others with

Rabus contiued to closely

monitor JEDEC's ongoing work on SDRA stadads, includig work involvig specifc
technologies on which Rambus sought to perfect patent rights.
Industr Adoption of

89.

the JEDEC Standards

In the year following the issuace of JEDEC'

fit SDRA stadad in November

DRA maufactuer and their customer began designg, tesg,

and

1993

ultiately

manufactug memory and memory-related products incOIporatig, or complyig

JEDEC' s

stdardied SDRA design.

By 1995,

with
JEDEC-cmpliant SDRAhad begu to

asynchronous DRA arhitectues. Thereafter, the shift to the more
modem SDRA technology progressed rapidly. By 1998 , tota worldwide sales of JEDECcompliant SDRA, on a revenue basis , exceeed sales of asynchronous memory. And by
1999, JEDEC-cmpliant SDRA had largely relaced aschronous DRA in
relevant uses. Toward the end of ths period - roughy 1999 to 2000 - some DRA
manufactuer and their customers also began using RDRA but only in very lited end uses
accuntig for a relatively
(i. e. in the rage of 5%) of overa DRA production.
porton
replace older- generation,

viy

sm

90.

Leadig up to and following the issuace of JEDEC' s second-generation SDRA stadador DDR SDRA - in August 1999 , DRA maufactuers and their customers bean
designg, testig, and (to a lited extent) producing memory and memory-related proucts
incorporatig, or complyig with the DDR SDRA stadad. By 2000 , DDR SDRA was
to be manufactued in increaing volumes. Ths
contiued durg 2001 , and a
number of DRA manufactuers and their customers began to replace fit-generation

begig

trd

cert

SDRA and RDRA with DDR SDRA for
high-end uses. Cuent projections
indicate tht total sales ofDDR SDRA , on a revenue basis , may account for as large as 40%
of all DRA produced worldwide in 2002 , and by 2004 ths figue is expected to excee
50%.
Success of Rambus s Scheme
91.

Thoughout the late 1990s , as the DRA industr bece increasingly locked in to use of
JEDEC-compliant SDRA, and subsequently DDR SDRA, Rambus contiued the process
of perectig patent rights on
technologies incoIpomted with the JEDEC SDRA
stadards. By the late 1990s, Rabus had succeeded in obtag numerous patents, not
expressly limted to a narow-bus RDRA architectue, that purorted to cover, among other
technologies encompassed by the JEDEC stadads prograble CAS latency,
prograble burt lengt, on-chip DLL, and dua- edge clock.

cer

92.

In late 1999 , Rabus began contactig all major DRA and chipset manufacturs worldwide
assertg tht, by vie of their manufactue, sale, or use of JEDEC-compliant SDRA, they
were ingig upn Rabus s patent rights, and invitig them to contat Rabus for the
purse of promptly resolving the issue.

93.

Thereaer, Rabus entered into license agreeents with seven major DRA maufactu:

Matshita Electrc

Industral Co. ,

Ltd. ; Elpida Memory, Inc. ; Samsug Electronics Co. ; NEC

Corpmtion; Toshiba America Inc. ; Oki Electrc Industr Co. ; and Mitsbishi Electronics
America Inc.
to these licenses, Rabus alowed each company to use those asects
of its technology necessa for the design and maufactu of JEDEC-compliant SDRA. In
exchange , each company agreed to pay Rabus ongoing royalties reflectig 0. 75% of revenues
associated with the manufactue and sale ofSDRAs and 3. 5% of revenues associated with
the manufactue and sae of DDR SDRAs. By comparson, Rabus tyicaly licenes all the
inormation neeed to develop Rambus-compatible RDRA memory at royalty mtes ragig
up to a maxum of approxiately 2. 5% of revenues.

Put

94.

Afer disclosing its patents, Rabus stated publicly that it would demand even higher royalties
from any DRA manufactuer that refused to license the Rabus patents and inead chose
litigate. Rabus also publicly theatened tht it might simply refue to licee its patents to any
DRA maufactuer that was unccessfu in litiation.

95.

series of patent ingement suts. Tht sut, which
was fied in federa distrct cour in Delawar and naed only one defendat - Hitachi - was
susequently setted conditioned upon Hitachi' s agreement to submit to Rabus s licene
terms.

In Janua 2000 , Rabus fied the fit

in a

96.

With the signg of the Hitachi licee, combined with the seven additiona licenes diussed
above, Rabus had succeeded in obtaing licees coverig roughy 50% of total worldwide
production of synchronous DRA technology. At curent market prices for SDRA, such
licenses entitle Rabus to royalties in the rage of $50- 1 00 mion pe yea, a number tht
could incre signficantly in the event Rabus were to prevai in the ongoing litigation and
secur licenes from the remaig manufactuers of SDRA. Indeed under such
circumstaces, Rabus s SDRA-related patent rights could allow Rabus to extrct royalty
payments well in excess of a
bilon dollar from the DRA indus over the life of the patents.

97.

In Augut 2000 , Rabus fied suit agait another DRA manufactuer - Ineon - in feder
distrct cour in Virgia, acusing Ineon of patet ingement. Ineon later asered
varous affative defenses and counterclai. In Apri 2001 , the case proceeded to tral
in a jur fidig of fiud agai Rabus relatig to its involvement in the
settg activities of JC-42.3 and a legal rug tht Rambus s patents were not inged by
Ineon s use of the SDRA stadads. These and other legal issues are curently pendig on
appeal before the u.s. Cour of Appeals for the Federa Circuit, which heard ora arguent
June 3 2002. (Ineon s antitrt clai agait Rabus was dissed due to a techncal
failure of proof concerng the relevant geogrphic maret. Ths rug ha not bee appeed.

retig

98.

stda-

Also in Augut 2000 , Rambus itself was sued in feder distct cour in Caorna, by another
DRA manufactuer - Hyn - seekig a declartory judgment tht its maufactue and sae of
JEDEC-compliant SDRA did not inge Rabus s patents. In addition to seekig
declartory relief, Hyn accuses Rabus of, among other thgs antitr violations, unai

competition, and breach of contrct. Meawhie, Rabus counterclaied allegig patent
ingement, and the sut was subsequently stayed pendig a rug by the Feder Ciruit in the
lnfineon

99.

litigation.

In a second sut fied

agait Rambus in Augu 2000 , in feder distrct cour in Delaware

another major DRA manufactur - Micron - seeks a declartory judgment tht its
manufactue and sae of JEDEC-compliant SDRA does not inge Rambus ' s patents.
addition to seekig declartory relief, Micron accuses Rabus of monopolition, attempted

conduct. As in the Hynix
suit, Rabus ha asserted
counterclais againt Micron, accusing it of patent ingement, and the sut ha been stayed at
leat for pwposes other than discovery, pendig resolution of the
lnfineon
appeal.
monopolition, fiud, and ineqtable

100.

lawsuts combined Rabus ha asserted tht a dozen or
more of its patents have been inged thugh the production and sae of JEDEC-compliant
SDRA by these the companes. Each of the patents upon which Rabus has sued stems
from, and claim priority back to , Rambus s ' 898 application.

In the

lnfineon , Hynix

and

Micron

101.

Upon inonnation and belief, Rabus also possesses additiona patents and patent applications
some
priority back to the ' 898 application, tht it ha not yet sought, but could in the

claig

futue seek, to enforce

agait memol) manufactuers proucing JEDEC-compliant

SDRA

absent issuace of the relief requested below.

102.

In addition to the foregoing, Rabus is involved in other litigation in varous foreign countres
or pmport to cover, many of the sae DRA-related
technologies that are at issue in the US. litigation.

relatig to foreign patents tht cover,

103.

Notably, whie Rambus ha licenes coverig roughy 50% of the synchronous DRA indutr,
Rabus asser in litigation that al or villy al sychronous DRA produced worldwide
incorprates Rabus technology and that those synchrnous DRA maufactuers tht are not
payig royalties to Rambus are liable in daages. In addition to facing the theat of potential
daages, those companes that have chosen to litigate againt Rabus have been forced to
incur substatial litigation cost, rechig into the mions, if not te of mions, of dollar.

agait Rabus in litigation, such companes also face the prospect of being
dened licenes to Rabus s patents, or otherwe being reuied to pay royalties signficantly in

Unless they prevai

excess of the amounts paid by the memory manufactuers
licening demands without reort to litigation.
104.

tht acquiesced

to Rambus

Rambus also has licensed companes, such as Intel , that do not produce memol) chips but do
produce related computer components - in Intel' s case, chipsets - that are designed to be
compatible with synchronous DRAs.
Inabilty

of DRA

Industry to Work Around Rambus s Patents

105.

Given the extenive degree to which the DRA industr has become locked in to the JEDEC
SDRA stadads, it is not economically feaible for the industr to attempt to alter or work
around the JEDEC stadads in order to avoid payment of royalties to Rabus. Any such
effort would face inmunerle practical and ecnomic impedents, includig but not lited to
the out-of-pocket costs associated with redesigng, valdatig, and quag SDRA
products to cOIifonn with a revised set of stadards. On top of ths , such manufactuers could
be forced to absorb potentialy massive revenue losses if, as a resut of modifYg the JEDEC
stadads , their introduction of new products were delayed.

106.

Agreeing upon revised SDRA stada could in itself be a vel) costy and tie-cnsumg
process. Indee , it is unclear whether the industr would be able to reach any such consensus

given complications inerent in the CUIt

maret envinment, includig the fact tht

some

DRA manufactuer have acquiesced to Rabus s licensing demands whie others have not.

107.

Added to these complications is the fact tht purchasers and other users of JEDEC-cmpliant
SDRA tehnology - including manufactuers of computers, chipsets, grhics cards, and
motherbards - have themselves become locked in to the JEDEC stadads. For ths and
other reaons , even if the DRA industr were otherwse able to underte the complicated
and costly tak of revising the JEDEC
to work around Rabus s patent clai , it is
unclea whether downtrea purchars of sychronous DRA would welcome or accept
such an action, given the costs tht they would be forced to incur in order to conform their own
product design and manufactug processes to a revised set of stadards. Nor is it clear
whether downtrea purchaers and other users of SDRA technology would tolerate the
delay in the intrduction of new products tht liely would resut ITom the process of changig
the stadad.

stada

108.

Any effort to revise the JEDEC stadads on a going-forwar basis could also interfere with the
abilty of DRA designer , manufacturs, and users to maita the backwards compatibilty
among successive generations of synchronous DRA that JEDEC ha sought to preserve.

109.

For these and other reasns , the DRA industr has had litte or no practical abilty to work

around Rabus

s patent clai,

and it is not at all clea the industr could do so in the futu.

Relevant

110.

Markets

Product

Synchronous DRA is produced thughout the world by varous
memory
manufactuers
located or doing business in the U.S. and varous foreign countres. Synchronous DRAs, and
products incorpratig synchronous DRAs, are imported and exported thoughout the world
in lare volumes.

111.

Commercial DRA chip manufacturs wishig to design and produce synchronous DRA
chips , wherever they rny be located thoughout the world, are practicaly lited to using one
of two alterntive architectues: the JEDEC-compliant SDRA architectue or Rabus s own
proprieta RDRA architectue, itself a synchronous DRA technology. No other
sychronous DRA arhitectues have been developed and made available for wide- spread
commercial use.

112.

The RDRA and JEDEC-compliant SDRA
of subsidiar technologies - or technological

arhitectus, in tu

each consist of a varety

featues - tht are necessar in order successfuy

to design and manufactue a synchrnous DRA chip. These subsidiar technologies may be
regared as esential technology inputs into the design and manufactue of synchronous

DRAs.
113.

As in other asts

of engieerig, electrcal engieers involved in the design of sychronous

DRA chips select ITom among altemative technological featus, concepts , or approaches in

order to address or solve issues , or problems , tht arse in the coure of developing such chips.
avaiable to addrs a given teclmcal issue arsing in the coure of
synchronous DRA design together may comprise a separte , well-defied product maret.
At leat four such marets are relevant for pwpses of the intat complaint, includig the

The altertive technologies

followi:

The maret for technologies used to specify the lengt of tie - or "latency" period between the memory s receipt of a read request and its release of data correspondig
with the request (hereinfter, the " latency technology maret"). Th market includes
prograble CAS latency and any altertive technologies that may be ecnomicaly
viable substitutes for the use of prograble CAS latency in sychronous DRA
design

The maet for technologies used to specify the number of ties inormation (data) is
the CPU and memory i. e. the "burt lengt" - associated with a
single request or inction (hereiner, the "burt lengt technology maret"). Ths
maret includes prograble burt lengt and any altertive technologies tht may
be ecnomicaly viable substtutes for the use of prograble bur lengt in
synchronous DRA design.
trmitted between

The maret for technologies used to synchrnie the internal clock tht gover
operations with a memory chip and the system clock tht reguates the
of other
,
the
"
clock
sychroniation
tehnology
maket").
system fictions (herein
market includes on-chip DLL technology and any alternative technologies tht may be
economicaly viable substitutes for the use of an on-chip DLL in synchronous DRA
design

tig

The maret for technologies used to accelerate the rate at which data are trmitted
betwee the CPU and memory (hereinafter, the "data acceleration technology
market"). Ths market includes dua-ege clock technology and any alternative
technologies tht may be ecnomically viable substtutes for the use of a dua-ege
clock in synchrnous DRA design.
114.

Technologies used in the design of synchronous DRA chips, to solve separte but related
design issues, may be viewed as economic complements. The complementa natue of such
design technologies is evidenced by, among other thgs , the fact that they someties are
licensed together in a package, as is the case with respect to the patented Rabus technologies
encompassed by each of the aforementioned product markets. Where such close relationships
exit among a group of technologies, al of which ar necessa inuts into the design or
manufactue of a common downtrea product, one may appropriately defie a product

market encompassing the grup of complementa technologies and their close substitutes.
Thus, in addition, or in the alterntive, to the four product marets identified above, there is a
fift well-defied product maret tht is relevant for pwposes of ths complait - namely, a
maet compriing, collectively, al technologies falg with anyone of these naower
marets (hereinfter, the "synchrnous DRA technology maret"

Geographic Scope of Relevant Product Markets
115.

Technologies encompassed with each of the foregoing product marets are used on a
worldwide basis. Technologies origiating outside the United States frequently are considered
for and used in JEDEC stadads , and indeed have been used in both the fit- and secondgeneration SDRA stada promulgated by JEDEC. The technologies selected for inclusion
in these JEDEC stadads , in
have been incorporated and used by synchronous DRA

tu

manufacturs thughout the world.
116.

proprieta technologies have been used in synchronous DRA

Both proprieta and non-

design. To the extent such technologies are non-proprieta, they are free to be used, on a
non-royalty-incurg basis , by any synchronous DRA manufactuer or downtrea user
worldwide. On the other had, to the extent such technologies are proprieta, inasmuch as
they are subject to patents or potential patent claim in one or more jursdictions, the use of
such technologies by sychronous DRA manufactuers or downtram users may depd
upon the user s agreement to specific license
negotiated with the patent holder. In the
event tht patent rights ar
in most relevant jursdictions , however, there is no appart

sim

ter

ecnomic impeent tht would preclude licenes from being made avaiable on a
multi-national or worldwide basis. Indeed, Rabus , which holds synchrnous DRA-related
legal or

patents issued in the United States and numerous foreign countres, commonly grts licens
companes in the U.S. and abroad encompassing rights to use Rabus s patented technologies
worldwide.
117.

For these and other reasons , each of the technology-related product markets identied
worldwide in scope.

118.

Alterntively, or in addition, the geogrphic scope of such product marets might appropriately
be defied as the United States if, for example, Rabus s U.S. patent rights differed

signcatly fim rights regned in varous foreign jursdctions , or if Rabus
the abilty to var royalty rates from one jursdiction to another.
Anticompetitive Effects

of Rambus

Conduct

above

othere

119.

The foregoing conduct by Rabus , durg and afer its involvement in JEDEC' s JC-42.3
Subcommttee, ha materially caused or thtened to cause substatial han to competition
and wi, in the futue, materiy cause or theate to cause
substatial injmy to
competition and consers , absent the issance of appropriate relief in the maner set fort

fuer

below.
120.

The theatened or actu anticompetitive effects ofRabus s conduct include but ar

not

lited

to the followig:
increaed royalties (or other payments) associated with the manufactue, sale, or use of
sychronous DRA teclmology;

increaes in the price, and/or reuctions in the use or output, of synchrnous DRA

chips , as well as products incorpratig or using synchronous DRAs
teclmology;

or related

decreaed incentives, on the par of memory manufactuers, to produce memory using

sychrnous DRA teclmo10gy;
decreased incentives, on the par of DRA manufactuer and other, to parcipate in
JEDEC or other industr stada-settg organtions or activities; and

both with and outside the DRA industr, decreed reliance, or wigness
on stadads established by industr stadard-settg collaborations.

Rambus
121.

s Knowing Destruction

to rely,

of Documents

Rabus ha engaged in a systematic effort - blessed if not orchestrted by its most senior
executives - to destroy documents and other inormation. Upon inormation and belief, among
destryed as a resut of ths campaign were notes and other documentation
relatig to , among other thgs , Rabus s involvement in the JC-42.3 Subcmmttee. Upon
inormation and belief, ths document-destrction capaign was underten, wholly or in
substatial par with the pmpse of avoidig or
the adverse legal repercussions of
the anticompetitive conduct described in the intat complait Pary as a consequence of
these document-destrction activities , in combination with other bad-faith litigation conduct,
Rabus was
by the federa distrct cour preidig over the lnfineon
litigation to pay a
other pertinent fies

mig

reui

saction exceeg $7 miOIL
First Violation Alleged

